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ABSTRACT
The three-4year Special Experimental Adult Basic

Education (ABE) Project was established in Tucson, Arizona, in order
to identify and recruit residents knolp to have minivl academic
skills or a minimal ability tp communicate in the English.language.
ABE services, developed to meet individual needs, were offered in the
home by project teachers when participants were unable to attwol,
classes. The services cam, in the form of innovative vld
individualized survival type lessons designed, to enabre participants
to understand and deal with the existing socioeconomic, sylokem in
their locality. The first year of the project focused gn r4cruiting
low income participants with no high school education thro0h general
outreach itechniques 35nd on the development of relevant and,,-- practical
learning materials. In the second and t ire years the emphasis
shifted to enrolling parents of school ged children into ABE classes,
and encouraging them to become solved with the programs or
institutions affecting their children hrough specific goals such as:
visit the classroom, become volunteer eaching aides, serve as
tutors, or attend parent meetings. T importance of the role of the
project teacher is discussed and ticipant data are given.
Summaries of accomplishments for 1973-1975, correspondence, and
samples of materials and curriculum are appended.. (Author/EC)
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The activities retiorteic3. herein ,have been performed -iiiirsuant 'to a grant
with the U.S. Office'of Education,- Department of Health, Education, and
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PROJECT TEACHER,left, conducts an ESL lesson with a group. of participants on
the front porch of a student's home. The teacher is'using textbook one of the
Orientation in American English series, which uses the situational reinforce-
ment approach to learning English. Man on right is responding to directions
to open the door. Homebound lessons sometimes included more than one member
of a family or one or more neighbors. Learning was rapid and fun in these
circumstances.
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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1972, the Adult Basic. Education Division of th Pima
COUntyStipelllitendent-Ot-SchooIs-Office initiated- a: r.,Tecial'309"-p ject
to demonstrate aggressive and innovative techniques foe-the recruit ent of
difficult to'enroll adult students, and the 'delivery of relevant and prac-
tical ABE services directly to participants categorized as "the hardest to
reach and the hardest to teach."

Called the Special Experimental Adult Basic Education Project, it was
established through funds provided by the U.S. Department,of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfe, under Title III of the Adult Education Act. Matching
funds were provided by the former Model Cities Program of Tucson, Arizona.
The project's primary mission was to operate closely with programs and
agencies in the target community to identify residents noted as having
minimal academic skills or a minimal ability to communicate in the English
language. The goal was to recruit them as participants into the regular
ongoing Adult Basic Education Trogram whenever possib e. Another goat was .

to provide relevant and practical ABE servic n th home when it was de-
termined that participants would not or co d not, tend regular classes
due to fear, hostility, shyness or becaus of a lack of transportation,
illness in the family, or child care problems._yr'u'eh participants were
usually the least involved in the dynamics Ol'Ehe community.

The ABE services offered to participants was in the form of innovative
and,individualized survival type lessons which were designed to enable:par-
eicipants to understand and deal with the socio-economic system which existed
outside their doors. The objective was for them to gain ability and mastery
in manipulating that system for their own ends. When possible, project
teachers used real life situations-as subject matter for-lessons which were
designed to teach basic academic skills.

A final step of the Special ABE Model was to encourage the involvement
of the participants with the surrounding community and its programs. In
year two of the three year Project, the approach was narrowed to begin re-
cruiting the parents of school aged children,

The rationale was simple during the second and third year of the pro-
ject. It was important to demonstrate that the cycle of poverty in Tucson
could be broken by meeting adult basic education needs head on! If educa-
tion in indeed the generic solution to poverty, then the long range impact
of continued neglect of glaring ABM needs is to condemn the children to
another cycle of ignorance, illiteracy, underemployment, or cronic unerni_o*,-
ment.



A short rang' impact of reaching out tog the least educated and the
least involved adults in the communiff, parents in particular, has been
to hap participants to helELthemselves. _Because of neglygained.know-

a/
ledge and skills, participants will better understand he socio-economic
system in which they live. ''A longer .range impact 'o the projeet's acti-,
vitiep has been to enable parent,participantp to t as models for their
children and to willingly reinforce their children's learning in the home;
It is now commonly accepted that parents who understand and reinforce a
child's learning or training are more likely to encourage their children

1

to do. well in.school and to push them /beyond the basic levels of formal
-'education.

This three year-summary now presented chroniceds the efforts and
achievements of the Opecial Adult Basic Education Project in-its- ambi-
tious attempt to demonstrate that innovative outreach; recruitment, and

NNdelivery techniques can work to enlist the participation of the react
educated and the' least involved adult members of .the communitir. Tt will
also demonstrate that such participants can be motivated .t:o develop new
personal confidence; social skills, and

(

PROJECT DEC4CRTPTTON

In year one, the Cpecial Project wamb ,general outreach. general. in=
take model. :Project teachers recruited participants of all ages and types
fro,r croughout the community, often as a result, of door to .

tieogn, the Opecial Irgjept ohlfted its emphasis in year two, to one f..at
could be called a parent, education model. A new goal was to identify, en-
roll and in-truet Under educated parents of.school aged children that were
receiving t. ainim- by local childserving programs or educational institu-
tions.. Par nts who were noted an being the leant involved in their (thin-
ren's educ tional proceno and who were also noted as being on the.

. rung of the academic ladder were approached and offered the opportugity to
idartieipate in the project. Projeet,teaeherc would attempt this, recruit -

ment after a personal contact had been made and the program explained in a
friendly, positive, and informative manner,

wo major acounntio!, underlined thin model. The first ascumption
eras that we could use neleeted community boxed programs ouch as ea.3 of art
'enters, day care,center or public schools to recruit the greatest sur!,er
of parents who met our entr:t, The second acsumption was that our
nervice:° would have the gleatest impact with such participants and,tneir
families. `thus, we would have a natural banjo upon which to developTersonal
contact, with parentn,pni cur limited resources would be well in a cost-effi-

v
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cient and productive manner. Over 10,000 hours of instruction were pro-
vided to 241 part?tskpants during' the final year of operation.

Innovative and practice.l curriculum was adopted or developed to
address aparticipant's everyday survival needs. ;Various teaching methodc
were expeiimented wAth and a variety of materials were'used to fit the
pirticular circumstances in which ifirrjiect teachers found themselves. A
majority of Special' ABE participants received services in a'homebound
setting. Asignificant number also received services in wall, special
tutoring groups established as a part of. the overall program in which
their children were enrolled. For.examPle, as their children were en-
rolled in a particular school program the parents would be studying
English in a nearby room. The c ecial group thus functioned an a transi-
tion class from the home to the lar adult learning centers operating
in the community.

Participants were selected for homebound instruction for two reasons.
°First if it was determined that the- individual was too shy, frightened or
insecure .to attend regular adult. classes he/she was selected.' Second, if
parents - usually mothers - were trapped in the home by the presence of
sikall5 non-school aged children, a sick family member, a lack oftranspor-
tation, or other special reasons, he/she was selected. Special emphasis
was placed on the 'recruiting of parents who were not ,involved in the (Mild-
serving Programs. School personnel and workers in.other programs often' co-o
operated in identifying such "drop-out" parents. The candidatec were then
contacted by project teachers who identified themselves and asked for the
opportunity to explain the function of the Special ABE Iroject.

,

LI possible,, project teachers accompanied.child-serving program per
sonnel when they made home visits. This visit often provided the "Voot-,
in-the-door" opportunity to ,cola -the project and Lech' participation.

Project,teacherc were also trained to perform a social service re-
. ferral role. Often, project teachers found it neeescary to help solve
personal or faMily problems by referral to appropriate community agencies
before the instructional process could begin. A project teacher would
then use such situations as the basis for lessons: A goal would be for
the participant to work toward a mastery level of English, mathematics,
or reading at which he could begin dealing with recurring problems him-
self with greater confidence and skill. The academic emphasis cenievq3d
on basic literacy improvement, English as a Second Language (ESL),
partition for the IT,S, aitizenship examination, and preparation for the
GED.high'school equivalency examination, which wan a long-ram:e goal LT
many participants..

ti 0
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Project teaceorc were supported in their papa-professional roles 'hyteaching supervisors. Teaching supervisors worked closely with project
,. teacbera to diagnoae diudents4--track studen4udhlevement, develop eater-

ialn, and to assist in the solution of personal or ftiiily problems of theparticipant. Teadhing oupeivicors also collected and computed important
data, as well as maintaihed'an extensive filing system, The project super
vista' ' worked closely with the teaching-supervisors to analyze the opera-

. tional data and publish significant totals in monthly, quarterly, and
annual reports. The project supervisor alma worked closely with the over
all program director to review strategic goals and periodic ope tions 1 .addition, it was the project supervisor's job to'work closely with,repre-
centatives of local agencien'and City departments to ensure, ontinued
cooperation,..support, hnd coordination throughout the three year operation
of the demonstration model.

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL

The Special ABE Project functioned under the d4rection of the_Progrm
Dire or, Mr. Edward L. Lindsey. The organizational structure of the pro -
jeef called for a pro ct supervisor, two teaching-supervisors, a number of
project teachers claaai ied ,as para-professionals, and a seoretary-reception-ist.

Mr. Charles Owanlarld acted aq proj-ect cupervloor for the first yfr.,-,
a half of the project (197.'34). Selected through the Model
rroce=_... he ,T1,cessfully put the project'into motion, then dipartod *..fr
emploraint opportunities abroad. The .final year and a hPlf period (1 4T4.-;,,)
has been superVised by Mr. Jerome King who had been 4 learning center Alper-,
visor for almost thme years with the regular APE pro'grak. Also ;eleeied
througL the Model Cities hiring process, he worked closely with tile ,T6Gr-I,
Director. !n contact daily, they mapped out new phases of operation for Lae
project and monitored its ongOing'expenditure of funds. This close asso-
ciation at the administrative level added to the stability and success, of thf.
project.

Ms. Deborah Berkowitz and Mo. Lorraine Raymond were the first two Lro-
ject teaching - supervisors. Ms. Raymond departed at the end of the second
year for new employment opportunIties with a local, school (Lotrief. Z.1s.
I frdie seldom repla,-ledher in the position at the beginning Of the 10"
fiscal year. -Ertel. ,as sele'ted through the Model Cities hiving prewe....
Specifically, project supervisory percA;Isinel were selected on the 12afas of
their academic background,, work experience, and aliftsty to Manage. sub-
ordinates-in a positi've, reinforcing manner. Teaching - supervisors monitored
and evaluatdd the activities )f project participants, provided inservice
training for teachers, and compiled relevant data. geporting daily to 'he
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project suptrvisor, they,assisted him in the ana
and in the pOlication of periodic reports and
evaluators.

of performance data
ies to appropriate-

The beginning of each fiscal year taw the turn -over of a large per-
A eentagdof project teachers, but more co during the first year. The ori-

ginal'group of instructors were classified ac paraprofessionals. They
were selected mainly on the basis of their ability to.relate well with
others, handle teaching materialland-dinplay a knowledge of the community
and its characteristics:

They were mostly residents who were at similar 130c:10-economic levels
as participants. Selected through the Model Cities hiring.procenn, come,
lacked high school diplomas. The teaching nuperiisor6 prepared inntrue-
tional materials, trained the project teachers in ESL, APE and.OED method-
Ology, and closely nupervisqd their- teaching activities. Unfortunately,
their ability do instructors remained quite liMited ant their oririno1
enthusiasm noon lagged. Upon review, it appeared.that they had the same
problems and.fructrationn ac the projeot partieipants. The turn-over rate
for this period in year onewan.quite high. 'Requirements for education,
experience, and expvtise were then increased. When thin occured, tjhe
staff became more profencional in attitule'and,more capable in perfOrmanee.

wR Rs a remit of this decinion'to change the oririnal nature of paraprof6nnional
teaching aides, the second and third year teacher.; functioned ac a ntable,
unified, and.dedioated-inotructional team.. Although. the staff became mueh
more professional, the low bardprofeonional pay noale inereased to only
per hour by the end of year three.. in essence, we haVprofeoSionaln working
at an aidein nalarylevei.

1
.

Pro:ect ttnehera =ally numbered between 16 and 1' at nny'given
It was determined that a mix of full-time and part-time inotrutorn. who
worked an much an 30 bourn per week, offered the moot in flexibility and .

productivity. When the project teachers were selected and trained, they
were provided with 'a clear understanding of the nature of the projeet and
of their instructional roles before they were placed in the field4 This
.wqo necessary to help teachers to perceive of themnelves an instructors
and experimentors. In addition, it was also importnnt to insure against

rojeet teacher ecbming "trapped" in a particular homebound teaching
situation. Tf co, he would fail in hiS overall go;11 4 develop sueh okillo
in the participant' that would enable the participant to begin dealing* with
qutnide institutions and solving hic own problem:. Occannionally this did
Dap pen witharticipantn. Fut an the project personnel gainea experience
and expertise, teachers were careful to hotmlolead the partieipiht Into
believing that he could always depend on the teacher to come to hin home

4
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and help only him. The student had to offer something in return, and that
was progress -in learning and willingness to eventually venture out on his
own.

Teachers did not a ays grasR this idea immediately, It took patience
for -the project instructor to understand that his role was not to just teach
ESL; for example, but to'laythe fbundation for important other objectives.
In addition, by placing some constraints as to'time and activity, the tea'c'hinA)
staff was-able to successfully replace as many as a fourth or a third of its
participants within a year By transferring students to nearby adult learning
centers or vocational training programs, or by' helping.students to complete
th'GED requirements; tile project was able to continue accepting new partici-
pants throughout the fiscal year.

When training new teachers, special emphasis was placed on the unique-
ness of the homebound situation and the need for a humanistic approach in
workingwith participants. Cultural considerations were also.outlined,to
those'unfamiliar with the different neighbbrhoods in which the project
worked. Project teachers were -also instructed to be sensitive to the
farrifly 'dynamics in the homes of their students. If .a,wife, for example,
was learning English, did the husband feel threatened?, Are the children
teasing a parent studying for his or her GED examination? If so, how can
a teacher,,.: deal effectiVely with this situation and neutralize the problem
factors" Teaching supe.rvisdrs were instruMental in assisting project
teachers with difficulties.,of this nature, and staft M wereere often
opened to discussions concerning problems with individual students. -Be-
sides helping to develop a unified feeling, instructors benefitted from
the advice and experience of *fellow staff members.

Finally, Under the "What to Avoid Next Time"categbry would be the
attempt to select paraprofessional teaching aides who did not lack a
solid educational background and 'avoid those who might be in the same
life situation as the partioipan'ts being served by the project. As.dis-
cussed earlier, the chances for asuccgssful and stable instructional
staff are limited if much care was not taken in their selection.. If
instructors have similar personal or home'problems'as project partici-
pants, their job performance is likely to be adversely affected. It
can also result in a high turn-over rate or. absenteeism.

Experienced personnel with at,least two years 6f college (proyfeyably
those with a B.A.) were'required to do the job properly, In aless urban
setting, the requirements may be different, but a final description of
the project teacher would be that of a well qualified person who:receives
pay comirensurate with the responsibilities of the job.

4
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OPERATION 1= METHODOLOGY.

The design'of the Special Project. during. Year one was that of
general intake model In which adUlts in the Comunity were recruited
without regard to status or:background. The general requirements were.
that participants be low income resident's living in thk Federally de-
signated Model Cities target area and that they have below a high school

r

level of education. Participants.wererecrnited through general out-:
reach techniques, including door.tb dot* canvassing, announcements Pti
community meetings and referral., OneTrobIem here was that the prOje'ct
received a large number of requests for inatructiOnand.was soon working
to. capacity. A second prob3em was that it was very difficult to trans-
fel" students from the home to the ongoing classes-of the regular Adult
EdUcation Program.

The original purpose of the.Speial Project was to operate as an
outreach model in whichparticipants'were provided a limited amount of
home instruction and were then,urged-to transfer to regular. ABE classes
located nearby. This rarely worked as planned and the reasons were two-
fold. 'First,, the limited mount ok.tithe was between four and six home
visits before efforts were made to transfer the:participant. ThiS,simply
was not enough time to develop the necessary confidence and trustof-a
participant before placing.sUch.a deMand on' his schedule. Second, .'the
participants selected far home instruction were.the least aeademically,
skilled .and -the abastmobile. Even if transportation-was arranged, four
to six home visits did not develop skills and abilities to any
cant degree to justify a transfer and the discontinuance of service, Ttic

project was frustrated in theSe early efforts at outreach and tranSfer,
but did gain a great deal of experience and expertise in functioning in
a homebound environment. Innovative and practical materials were level-
oped which did:serve their-Original purpose of providing survivalinstruc-
tionin English and basic'literacY.

In year two the emphasi'S and apprbach were altered. The project began
to seek out and enroll.parents of school aged children. Instruction was
offered to deServing.dandidates over much longer.periods-cif'time, and the
goal changed from immediate-transfer to regurtr AB1 classes to that of in-
creased' involvement with the institutions and prOgrams affecting the lives
of their. children. In addition, along range objective was that of'ihcreased
knowledge and manipulative skills in relation to the existingPcocio-economiC
system. The idea of transferral became a low priority factor which could
happen naturally if participants outgrew the need of spgcial home instrur!-
tion and could see the need themselves of a more extensive educational
experience. The delivery of ABE services to the home environment bef:ri,Mr1

b
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an end in itself, and student success' was measured in terms of academic
'

progress and through increased involvement with the schools and community
in general.

TO further determine the feasibility of ultimately moving the learning
tituation froni the home to a regular ABE classroom, very small groups were
formed. The original purpose of the establishment of special, small group
classes was for them to act as a transition step from the home to the
regular adult learning centers. They were developed-as part of the daily
operation of selected,day care centers, head start prpgrams, special
school programs,or park programs. The final step of transferring rarely
took place because once the special study groups were formed on the site
of the child-serving programs, participants quickly began to function as
a unified class and could not be broken apart. In year two, the special
class became important in another way. They proved to be a worthy method
of recruiting under-educated parents for ABE services and served as a
ready vehicle in which, to encourage parents out of the home and into a ,

degree of involvement with the programs or institutions affecting their
children.

At the beginning of year three, the criteria for selection of,parti-
cipants was refined. First, the project attempted to identify and seek
out only the least involved parents who were at the most basic education-
al levels. Second, the project would attenialkto expand and upgrade the
quality of their involvement and participationin the program serving
their children. Specific goals were set for parents to visit the class-
room, become volunteer teaching aides, serve as a tutors or attend parent
meetings when_ appropriate.

To recruit such participants in year two and three, mass recruitinc
techniques were discarded and formula olconcentrated and persoplized

irecruitment.was developed. The formula included close work with selected
child-serving programs and neighborhood schools and frequent contact with
teachers, principals, and program personnel. Also, support was obtained
in the form of specigl class sites, referral of drop-out parents who
rarely participated in the child-serving program, and permitting the pre-
sence of project teacheA at parent meetings to explain the model and
seek enrollment. This system worked well for the project. As the word
spread about the projectls role, there quickly developed a backlog of
requests for home instruction throughout the second and third year of
the demonstratiori model.

A final note should_ be made regarding general recruiting techniques
such as door to door contact, program fliers, posters, media announce-
ments and speeches at community meetings. These traditional'methods work

I 5
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well as a part of a regular ABE operation, but did not serve the purpose

of the Special Project for three reasons. First; the intake of partici-

pants could not be controlled without angering on-disappointing a number

of residents who wanted home instruction but did not meet strict entrance

criteria. Second, such methods could often work counter to the operation

of the regular, ongoing program. At times during the first year, project
teachers discovered a few students who had dropped out of the regular pro- ,

gram to request home instruction.- At other times, it was determined that

a homebound partiCipant might have easily attended a nearby claps or adult

learning center if he so desired. Lastly, the participants desired in the

Special Project were usually out of contact with the community or were the

least,likely to respond to an announcement on the radio or the viewing of

a poster. On one hand, because - participants rarely ventured out, they did

not know of the availability of the services in the community. On the

.. other hand, if they did know about the ABE program, they did not come

-forward willing to enroll because of the nature of their inadequate educa-

tional background, which had resulted in shyness and fear. Theeregular ,

program usually had full classes, but participants there were somewhat

.upwardly obile and were able to cope with an academic type atmosphere.

The Speci 1 Project finally concentrated on potential students that every-

one admitted were out there but who would never come forward to enroll

on their own.

The recommendation, then, is toplan a special program as this modol

to concentrate on the basic educational needs of a specific clientele or

segment of the community. In this way, a homebound project can be used

efficiently and eConomically to reach residents who would not normally

Jake advantageof ABE services, lthoughtheir need for such service may

be great. The "hardest to reach and hardest to Leach" ABE sub-population

can be recruited, can be motivated to progress .academically, and (.an be

trained and encouraged to make the system work for them. This Special

ABE Projects.khas demonstratpd the effectiveness of methods which accomplish

these ends. It has also demonstrated the importance,, of 'such efforts to the

benefit of the individual participant, his faMily, and to the community at

large. A Elpecial-project of this type can also serve as a valuable instru-

ment which can supplement the vork of a more formal.adultbasic education

program o1 institution.

;'). .

O
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A SMALL study group meets at a local school. Project teacher, left, Airects

Progress in learning was rapid under these conditions. The for timn of
mothqrs in an English lesson while down the hall theft

specihl study groups such as this also afforded the project an oppoituility
to involve,the parents in the training and education of their children.



THE PROJECT MIMING ROLE

Throughout the first year of operation, attention was focused on the
factors of student motivation and rates of achievement in comparison to
that of participants in the regular ABE-classes. A primary question was
what served to motivate participants in the Special Project: the home
setting, individualized instructional materials, or the project teacher?

Subjective evaluation of activity and close observation resulted in
tillo conclusion that the project teacher was the primary factor in the
success or failure of a participant. The teacher operating as a friend
and confidant often served to motivated and retain students where other
systems or programs had failed. It was further concluded that the pro-
'jest teacher was strongly supported by a tripod of threes closely rela-
ted factors: the home setting_, the in ividualized attention, and the
innovative and relevant materials deve oiled and used. Participants
admitted that a major condition for th it own involvement was that they
Gould learn without leaving the famili home setting. This app area
to be the key elament which haskpursua ed them to pariicipate i the
first place.

Through extensive review and comp rison of student achievement gates
during year one, project personnel conc uded that a stable, lo4g-term
participant could progress at least as r pidly as his counterpart in the
regular program who used-similar mater.0, . In some cases, participants
covered material in two thirds the time t an did their counterparts in
a regular learning center class. Success has been attributed to the
special learning kits which contained the nnovative and relevant eurri--
cula. Ironically, participants aten dema ded textbooks. For them,
the presence of textbooks in the home was . mething of a statuc :1,snbel
and validated their newly assumed role of's udent. Projuct teachers there-
fore worked with selected texts as a primarlo resource, but they supple-
mented lessons with everyday survival material, consumer information
publications, and other materials such as job application:, model report
cards, or important situational dialogues.. Tae tentative theory,.there-
fore,, is that most homebound participants can nd do progress at least
as rapidly as students in adult classes that ar conducted in regular
adult learning centers. These participants who usually can never be re-
cruited through general outreach methods, can and °do develop' important
academic and social skills when approached in a Pt roonalized manner ond
motivated through humanistic' instructional method .

Further review of the project teaching role mu,t include an amphass
on an instructor's willingness to be aware oflthe p tional needs of ,

participants and to the particular 'cultural or coda factors involved.
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For example, 'teacners often had to accept food and refreshments from
participants as a precondition for a lesson, even when teachers suspected
participants could not easily afford such hospitality. Usually, of course,

this was an enjoyable benefit of the jop, although teachers concerned with
dieting often expressed concern. In the barrio environment in which pro-
ject teachers mainly worked, care also had to be given to the extended .

friendship and kinship relationships throughout the community. When neigh-
. bors or relatives enjoyed the service of the same teacher, it was sometimes

possible to.join participants together in a single home as a location for
lessono. Learning spontaneous and rapid under these conditions, and pro-
ject teachers combined participants whenever possible. At times this
could not be accomplished because a husband may have objected to his wife
learning English when he cOuld not be present. In many cases.a husband
would not, for example, permit his wife to leave the home nor receive
lessons there. In some cases, a husband did not want his wife to learn
more because it would bring her closer to any social advantages enjoyed
by him. He was also fearful of her potential economic independence from
him. At other times, neighborhood feuds erupted, leaving the project
teacher in the middle. The participahto would be quick to spot any advantages
that their neighbors received. A projtect teacher had to be sure to allocate
equal periods of time to participants., This did not often happen. The

example. merely serves to illustrate the Point made for cultural. and social
sensitivitk on the part of a program-and its personnel.

A final note should be made concerning the operational aspect of the
teaching role versus the experimental dhe. While the primary function of
the project in year one was that of outreach, recruitment and transfer of
:participants into regular ABE claaseo, it was demonotrated that instrucgaon
could easily be accoMPlished.in the home setting over a reasonable period of
time. Project teachers Vero often tempted to be satisfied with tbis effort.
In years two and three, the experimental ;ole was extended to include efforts
at recruiting undereducated'parento and working to develop their involvement
with the institutions affecting the lives of their children. Herp too, the
teaching of participants coon became a primary concern of the project.. The
demonotration model was therefore often deflected front its early stated
goals and objective:, due to the reality in which the project found itself
working. It was difficult fort project personnel to remain concerned with
the transfer of participants after a particular .amount of time when other
needs were greater. It wao understandable for peroonnel to want to do
whit came naturally: to take a participant at where he was academically ,

or socially and provide instruction and support for as long as necessary,
until the participant was confident and sitillfUl enough to strike out on
his own. This flexibility and willingness, to adapt was a strong point in
favor of, the demonstration model during its three year period of activity.
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COMMUNITY LINKAGES AND.000 TION

The element of comm ty linkages and cooperation qan.be divided into
two significant areas..' e first concerned the drive to develOp extensive
support and acceptance am important community programs, educational in-
stitutions and special g oups or individuals. The se and relates to the
implementation of the s dent support role fulfilled .by project teachers.
Both factors were imporftnt priorities built into the design of the demon-
stration model.

.

For the special project to succeed in its mission to identify and
recruit the least formally educated and least involved parents, it re-
quired the understanding and acceptance from relevant agencies and pro-
grams.. Such organizations were key elements in the project's efforts
to enroll parents wha met the appropriate, entrance criteria. At the
beginnihg of eadh new fiscal year, an effort to renew ties with the -

programs which it had previously worked was followed by a vigorous attempt
to establish new working relationships with other selected programs. Those
activities were important because they paid off in.ongoing referrals of
potential p rticipants from cooperating programs and.organizations.

For e ample, project personnel would arrange per tonal interviews with
the supery sors of local child-serving programs to explain the rd1"8"-of 4he
Special. Pr jept. They would also attend staff meetings to explain the
mission of the project directly to outreach workers and other line
sonnel who came in contact with parents. On otheroccassions, the rro-
ject sought to speak at parent meetings to.explain the program and oec.I.
enrollment. At times, project teachers accompanied' agency outreach workers
into the field on house to house visits. This method often provided Am
automatic introductions to parents who were prime candidates for Special'
ABE services. The Special Project received excellent cooperation of this
nature during its period of existence because it placed a high priority
on such coordination andin turn, served to benefit the cooperating programs
by helping them to better serve their clients as well. This cooperation 1.3
evidenced by cdespondence from the PACE, YMCA, Bilingual and school pro-
grams whit is included in the appendix of'the'report.

In addition, the support role of the project teacher involved a process
whereby participants were informed of the purposes and function's of local

1- social service programs in the community. At times, teachers accompanied
their students to the relevant agencies when a need for service or assist -
ance demanded attention. The main goal was to develop confidence,

and expertise in the participant no that he or she would continue-44.
deal with lOcal agencies without the help or presence of a project teach. f..

1
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During the third ;rear, approximately 104 referrals were made, by project
teachers to such diverse resources as emergency food br hehlth, services,
food stamps, mental health, pUblic library, housing, vocational training,
and the local com7funity.college.

Teachers reported great successes in their support efforts. Often,

' it was a significant accomplishment for participants to merely accompany
project teachers to parent'meetings or school activities,_fbod stamp'
offices, or the State employment service. Teachers reported instances
in which participants woad return to such organizations on their own
"after the initial visits had been made together. Teachers would also
arrange introductory meetings' between participants send their children's
teachers and.school principals to help break down feelings of fear, shy-
nesd, or inadequacy on' the part of the participant. Once participants,
felt comfortable in the school and knew their children's teachers or

- trainers, they often continue4 to return many times on their own. Need-
less to say, the schools and child-serving programs were delighted, to
see this occur. .

41
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BIBLIOGRAPES AND CURRICULUM

A major objective during year one.of the project concerned the develop-
ment of. relevant and practical learning materials in the form of subject
matter kits. Subject matter kits were usually paekets.cf innovative materials
designed to develop consumer and survival skills, and to develop specific'
skills through academic oriented lessons. A project teacher would attempt
to cover materials in these subject matter kits with each participant. This

idea changed with time and experience. In the following two years, the con
cept of learning kits grew to consist or files of relevant and personalized
ABE and GED materials from which 'teachers would select lessons that would
appeal to particular participants. Texts were used to help determine the
skill levels of teacher made materials,

For example, parenting skills were incorporated into the structured
ESL materials in a number of ways. Necessary parenting skills were deVel-
oped through the use ofparent-teacher or parent- counselor atuational 'dia-
logues, examples of which will be in the appendix section of this report.
Other situational dialogues, reading selections, oral drills or basic lit-
`eracy lessons were designed to develop skills through materials that were
centered around specific activities or relationships that might be a part
of community agencies or as part of the programs in wh3ch their children
were enrolled. Examples of these materials are also.in the appendix section.

GED, ABE, and ESL materials developed or adapted by the pro,leet were
mastery based in nature. This means that each teacher-made lesson con-
centrated on a specific idea, skill or series of concepts, The student
had to demonstrate competence on each lesson before' proceeding to the
next. This was also a "No Fail" system in which the student was free to
try a numb4 of strategies to reach the objectives. False "starts merely

required the studept to try again. The project teacher acted as a resource
and stepped in 1:f frustration arose. Standard texts were used most fre-
quently with GED preparation, although teacher made lessons also applied
real life situations and consumer education as material for skill develop-
ment.

We found that adult studepts often have preconceived.notions of what
"learning is arid what teachers should do. Ihey'often insisted upon the use
of texts or workbooks. It was often &matter of status or pride for the
partipipant to have a book for his family and friends to see. A book would
lend credibility, to a participant's new role as student. Th9 followin,, lint

of materials represents books that the project used with come success.* This
outline should not be interpreted as an endorsement of the products L1 011,

nor does it nece5sarily reflect poorly on texts not listed.- It's a part-1
lint of useful materials which met the needs of the Ormcial Project.
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-EnglishAs A Second Language

Anisman, Rorie, and Gordon, Susan, Orientation in American English ,

Institute of Mbdern Languages, Inc. 2622-24 Pittman Drive, Silver
Springs, Maryland 20910, 1970.

This' series includes six levels, with tests, ,workbooks, readers
and tapebooks for each level. Orientation in\American Rriglidh
uses a practical situational reinforcement (SR) approach to
language instruction in which communication is emphasized for
the English learner, "as well and as quickly as possible".
Most.useful were the texts and workbooks of each level in the
series: Worth considering for and ESL program.

2. Dixson0Robert 3. Graded Exercises in English , and Modern
American English - Revised , Regents Publishing Company, 1
West 39th Street, New York, N.X. 10018, 1971

Graded Exercises in English is a Pine supplemental text
which presents useful lessons in basic grainer for ESL students.
'Modern American, English is also an excellent supplementary text
to assist with vocabulary and Structure development. It comes in
a series of six graded volumes. For more advanced ESL students,
books 5 & 6 contain relevant stories about people in various
occupations for practice in reading and oral reinforcement.

3. 'Dixson, Robert 3., Regents English Workbook, 1-3,y 1Regents
Publishing Company, 1 West 39th Street, New York) N'Y. 10018, 1970

This is one of the most useful and adaptable supple ental ESL
texts available. Each page presents a different exercise that
deals with specific problem areas in English at basic,:inter-
mediate, and advanced levels.

4. Lado, llodert, Lado English Series , Books 14-6-and workbooks 1-6,
Simon and Schuster, Inc. Educational Division, 1 West 39th Street,
New Yorl:, N.Y. 10018, 1972

This series also includes tapas to reinforce texts and teacher's
manual. Tt is a linguiptically sound set of basic through ad-
vanced ESL texts, The series is a good source of supplementary
Iesoons. We found these useful during the Special project's
first year but Lter' 'they were put aside in favor of Orientation
in American English.
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Martin, Joseph F., Icet's Speak English , The Last California
Company, John Frehch and Assoqiatest 2333'Bevarly Blvd., Los

eles, 90057, 1973.

I

Part .of each -lesson in Books. 1 -3 are excellen:; chor t,highly
informative controlled paragraphs at the adult level. .Comprehension

questions follow each dhoit 'paragraph. Will serve -Co develop reading

and writing skills in ESL students at low literacy levels.

Reading Development

1. 13iner, Vinal,O., American Folktales I-II and International Folktales,
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 666 5th Avenue, New York, N.Y.,

1968.

(

.

An excellent series of structured readers, this series' can also
be used to supplement other-materials concerned with grummer,and
structure. At the end of each highly informative short otpry are
exercises which introduce new vocabulaty, useful idioms, a 1 gramma-

tical lessons. They progress in difficulty from Book T th ough Book ,

II in each series. Thfs series in useful with both ESL an ba2.10

\

literacysitudents. . .

7

2. Liddle,-William, Reading for Concepts, levels A-H, McGraw-IL.11 Dook

Company, New York, N.Y. 1970. $P.31:

A valuable series of structured readers beginning, at grade evel

1-6 and ending at level 6 and 7. Designed to provide beginaing
readers an opportunity.to grow in reading experience while .xplor'ng
a wide variety ,of sophisticated ideas anti concepts from many academic
disciplines. Subjects are mostly factual and of high interest. After'

each short story consisting of one page, there in'one page of compre-
hensive questions following it. ,useful for ESL reading development,
but especially useful for native speakers.' Level H indieateS!student
is at the pre-GED readiness stage. See hpdy teacher's menul for
detailed explanation.

. Oilvaroli, Nicholas J0.1 Classroom Reading Inventory, Second Edition;
William Brown Company, Dubuque,Jowa, 1969, $2.50.

Designed for teachers who have not had prior experience with iml-
vidual diagnostic reading measures. Each form of the CRI-hac 2.aded

44
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word lists and graded oral paragraphs from the pre-primer leirel up
through the eighth grade level. -Book contains instructions to the
teacher; This text can be useful to diagnose reading levels from
the first grade level onward. The informal reading inventory of
the Reading for Concepts_ series is easiest to use and least
frightening to the student.

.
Sullivan, MA!'" English Programmed Readers, iKlra Hill Company,
New York, N.Y. Trice per set $63.00. ,

Useful series for students who function below a, third grelde reading
level. Develops reading skills through phonics. Often works in
cases when all else fails to stimulate the, student. Can supplement,
other reading development efforts and materials.

Introlcation to Reading, Pre-GED series, Cambridge Book Company, ;

88.Madrson.Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Unitprice is $2.76

An:excellent:text which bridges the gap from level H in the Reading
for Concepts series into the GED level of reading. Text concentrates
on. the development_ of Campreherition reading skills far students at
levels:7-9. Text series acquaints student with test 'taking" pre-
cedures. It can also serve as an informal reading inventory for the
teacher to determine GED readiness.

.

General Educational Development

1.. Pre-GED Introduction to Arithmetic, English, and Reading, Cambridge
Book,C0tpany, 488 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022, 1972. $2.76

dtio

Introduction to Reading was noted above. This -series of these texts.'
is highly useful and practical; Can be used to develop GED readiness
and tent taking skills. Presents instructional material in d clear
concise manner. Each book contains an informal placement test and

4reyieW section. .

.

2. Correctness and Effectiveness of-Eprescion, Interpretation of Reading,
yhterials in ;social Studies., Interpretation of Materials in the Natural
tciences Interpretation of Liter: Materia160 and General Mathematical
Ability, Cambridge Book Company, 9 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022,
1973. $2.70 each.

.

Highly useful ser34c of 5 workbook texts which presents GED levels
material and test activity in a sophisticated, clear-cut manner.
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Each 4ext contains g diagnbctic test, a pernonal analysis and a.
,simulated, GED test. Students who CirrhitrYdlethe material in thin
series of texts will perform adequately on the actual examination,

'Recently, the Cambridge Btok Company has published a single large
text which contains all five oUbjects Jin a revised edition. Cost
is approximately one third the amount rtececcAry for all of the

single texts. Entitled Preparation for dre High gchool Equivalency
'Examination, its cost is $3.7'5 per copy. Highly recommend.

3. Basic Essentials of Mathematted T & II and English Essentials, Steck
Vaughn Company, Austin,'Texas, 197, 01.35 each.

$
p

-Bendy workbooks.to supplement Cambridge AED materials. Useful in
an individualized" classrpom Sormat. Work is presented sequentially f.

but explanations are,generalTy po r. Teacher,shouldbe..near.t6
studentsto act ai; a resource an w 1 an to'provide more:sOphcticated
examples and word problems.

4. Basid.Scienee for- Living l & II, SteekVaughri CoMiginy, Austin, Texas,
1975.:$1.35.'

Helpful ptenentation of general natural,ncience concepts in a
.

workbpOk format. Good text to develop backgrourd in Science
sUbjectcl, but not good enough to une.alOne'. '

..

5. Introduction to General SciOnce,r6tribridge BOok CoMpany, 1974, $P.-Td
. T .

. 9

.0 * .

Excellent recource,or general morkl5ook in the area of GED oriented
NatUral:Sciencen.. Provides nasy"to read subject matter, clear

,

drawings and up-to-date pbotd'gr4phs. Exercisen follow each reading'

selection. ' , °

6. Gruber, Gary R., High School Equivalhoy West- General Review, ST.Mon
.
and Schuster; 1 West 39th street, New York, N.Y.-100180 1975. $4.95.

Tent nerves an an excellent ronourpt for teadhern of GED. Thejext
has three complete tent batteriellich can be tried an final diagnostiel
Ilimulatelexaminationnbefore the student takes the actual GED tent. .7,

It also contains a high nehool math 'review and a vocabulary list, at,
the rear of the book. This text'needn nupplemental materials to make
it mirk), an it does not Offer inntructional sections. State GED re»
quirements'are outlined in rear, alsda

A
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SlICINTrj.CANT,prrimrial, DATA 1972-75

Upon review of the demographic data outlined on the following pages,
only figures from action years two and three'can be closely related. In-
formation from action year one resulted from extensive research into the
amount of student adhievement recorded by Special Project participants,
vihidA, was then contrasted to that of participants in the ongoing ABE pro-
gram. Many areas of importance in action.year one were of less importance
in the following two This was due in part to,a dramatic shift in project
emphasis and'activity. Years two and three saw the Special Project become
concerned with reaching undereducated parents and seeking to develop parental
involvement while developing ABE skills. Nevertheless, many trends can be
noted and same.conclusions can be ventured about the impact of the Special
Project and the nature of its participantS.

For example, a quick survey of the figures'shOws that the Special,
Project did,'in fact, impact on a certain segment of the potential ABE
populatiOn. The Special ProjeCt enrolled females at the rate of five
to eachmale enrolled, in 1973; the ratio was approximately six to one
in 1974i.and the ratio was approximately seven to one in 1975.. This
characteristic of the project seems to hold with the assumption,that

4

the Special Project would-deal witha population less able and perhaps
aess-willing-toleave the home environment to participate in,p, class-
room program, and who must be sought out by an assert*ve outreach pro-
gram. In the overall regular County program, the ratio of female stu-
dents to male students is approximately three to one . However, the
ratio of female students toamale students in the regular program for
ages 16-24 was one to one.,

-

Another example concerns the educational history attrfbuted,tO
participants . Of participants educated in the United States, signif-
icant majority failed to advance beyond the eighth grade level of'schoolibg.
Almost two thirds of the participants of the Special Project with less than
eight years of formal schooling failed to advance beyond the eleventh grade.
Approximately one third'of the participants receiving,education in the.
United States'haeany high school experience at all.

On the other hand, participants educated in Mexico bad an even more
dismal history-of schooling, Approximately two thirds of all participants-
educatee.. in Mexico failed td advance beyond the sixth years of sghooling. ,

This level is called primaria, of primary. Of, the participants educated
in Mexico, only one fourth completed as much as ten years of schooling.
This leuel is'dalled secundaria, or .secondary. Less'than ten percent
Completed as much as twelve years of formal education.



From this and other data, "a picture begins to form of the average
participant in the Special ABE Project. Themiajority of, the paeticipahts

have been between the ages'of 20749. The yast majority were females and
from a Mexican-American ethnic background. The vast majority are not the
heads: of household nor are they working. Most are at either a basic of
intermediate level in English and all participants in, the final years were
parents. It iS obvious that the typical participant was a young mother
between the ages of 25 and 45; of a Mexican-Americah heritage, probably
born in Mexico, was unable to, communicate adequate,, pin English and is
now a legal resident of the United States. Slie is'khousewife, not work-
ing and not able to work due to a lack of experience; low employment skills,
and With.the responsibility of between three and,five children to.raise..
She has only completed six. years of schooling in Mexjco,,andshe receives
instruction in her own home because.she cannot' otherwise take advantage of
the opportunity to learn English. o

One conclusion which springs to mind is. that without a model of
adult education which can vigorously seek out such potential participants
and deliver ABE services directly to the community, a large sand vitally
important segment of the ABE population will con-title to remain outside
the reach of a regular adult learning center or formal class. To ignore
this element is to disregard the extensive and long lasting impact that
they have on their children as parents.

A second conclusion is that she will remain unfamiliar with the.
mechanics of the American school system and the dynamics of the :locylo-

economic system and ref;.ain from involvement. If she is not helped
to develop adequate oral communication and literacy skills. and if she
is not shown how to influence the institutions which affect her and
her family, ehe may never overcoiffe the fear, cultural restraints, or
peisonal inhibitions-which stand as obstacles to' her and her family's
poteirtial self-realization and economic independence.

4
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SIGNIFICANT STUDENT' DATA 1972'- 75-

.Piace of Init. - 1973 1974 19754-
USA 92 753 73
Mexico 124. 183 185
Other 9 28 9

CITIZENSHIP: 1973 1974 1975
usA' 193 aq- 102
Mexido 24 149 161

(Resident Aliens)
Other 8 31 9"

.SEX: . 1973 1974 1975
Male. 32 33
Female 193 253. 239

AGE: 1973 1974 1975
Under 20 11 23 15
20 - 29

' 59 87 83
30-- 39 59 73 88
4o , 49 45 47 48
50 +. 51 64 38

ETHNICITY: - '1973 1974 1975
Mexican-American = 239 239
Black 18: 12 11
Anglo 6 .9 6
Indian 11 9 7
Oriental 0 .8 4
Other 9 17 5

,

MARITAL STATUS: 1973 1974 1975
Single, never
married 15 41 29
Married 161 201 206
Div./Sep. 30 24 22
Wldow (er) 11 16 14
Unknown 8 12 1

-21- .
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f'r 0

-Head of HoUsehold: 1973 .1.974 -' 1975
Student : 68 86 64
Other- 157 194' - 205.
Unknown 0 14- 3

--Timary Source of income: 1973 104 1975
Student earnings , 29 57 717
Other.S earnings 136 169-- 186
Public Assistance ..20 -

J9 , 18
Retirement/Soc.Sec. 40 -23 21
Other 0 26 6

Number and Age.of
Household Members: 1973 1974 1975

0-5 years 181 253'
6-12 273 . . 342
13 -17; ,164' , 161
18 or Over .671 i 617

Student Employment Status:
'Full

1973 1974 1975
time 52 57 7Er

Part time -- IA 14
Not "working 166 ' '209 220
Unknown 7 10 4 0

Reasons for Not Working:
Unable to find work
Housewife
Retired

1973 1974 1975
19

99
8

7
89
11

7
144

7
Not looking for work 35 22 .13

Health Problem 29 17 12
Lack of,Education or .

.

Experience 28 16 7
"Care of Another Family

'

Member 11 5 22 .

Unknown 0 2 2
Transportation Problem 12 2 0
Child Care 34 26 8 ,
Other 7 12 . 0

i
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Highest Grade Completed-USA:
0 Zero

1-3
4-6
7-8
9-11
12
Other.

Unknown

/

1973
22P;

8

24
25

33
0
2

'25

1975
3
7
19
21

35
0.

1
0

Highest Grade Completed -
Nexcio:

Zero ,

1973 1974 1975
---7-7

1-3 29' 28

4-6 73 82-

7-8.
21 21

9-10 15 14

11-12 12 12

Other 7 6

Highest Grade Completed-
Other: 193 1974' 1975

Zero 1 2

1-3 -
. 1 1

4-6 4 0

7-8 2 0

9.,114i 5 2

12 2 .1

Other 2

Program Placement:
ESL
ABE (Reading)
GED
U.S. Citizenshil)
Unknown ,

1973

38

53
0
50

1974
203
31

59
1
0

1975
19
27
43

5
0

Location of Lessons: 1973 1974 1975

At home /168 170 143

At neighbor's home 15 32 - .37

Special.Clacs -- 92 .92
Other 42 0 0

Long Range Goalc:
GED Certificate
Vocational Training

1973

81

1974 1975
,5g
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Long Range Goals continued:

U.S. Citizenship
Get a job
Get a better job,

College
Other
Unknown

*Total Participants:

.Source of Referral to Project:
Project Outreach ;

Model Cities
School District
Local Agency
Friends/Relatives
Unknown

1973 1974- 1975

9 11

24

32 17

1 3 ,

150 137
18 9

1973 1974 1975

-137 68 90

29 7 A.8 19

4 46 55

21 43 16

74 98 83

10' 21 9

1973 1974 1975

225 277

Student Referrals To
Service Agencies:

1973 1974 1975

.107 99

*Please note: Although the Special' Protect actually enrolled 275 partic,
pants in 1973, it chose to report only those paTticiphnto

who received at least three tutoring sessions. Participants

who received three or more home visits by project personnel

which were not tutoring sessions were not reported, nor

were those participants who received less than three. tutoring

sessions. In addition, the role of social service referral

.
of participants was not clearly defined nor were records

maintained during the first operational year. For year two

and three, the function of student referral to social service

agencies was integrated into the` demonstration model and

data of such efforts by project teachers was computed

monthly.

-
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

The Special ABE Project has experimented with innovative methods of
outreach and recruitment, developed or adapted relevant curricul1m materials,
and sought to encourage increased social involvement in order-to-meet the
needs of a specific target population. This target population was usually
beyond the reach of any,formal adult education program. They compriced the
hard core poverty group, and were long thought incapable of realizing sub-
stantial educational progress. The Special Project has also demonstrated
that many of the traditional constraining factors can be overcome with
effortr innovation, and a commitment by the community to, do 6o. A major
consideration should now be whether a project such as this can be institu-
tionalized and implemented in a practical, cost-efficient manner,

Neny problems can be avoided and the transition be made easily if the
design and objectives of the project are well thought out beforehand and
revised when needed. The internal operation of the Special ABE Project
usually was quite smooth. Outside of the immediate modelx certain defects
arose which needed correction and should be avoided 'in the future. The
Special Project was implemented as a separate entity, independent of the
operations of the regular County program,. and reported directly to the
overall Program Director. Unfortunately, a new staff was assembled who
were hot aware of,the goals and objectives of the regular ongoing program.
There was very little mixing of the Special Project personnel with those
of the sponsoring agency. The first problem was one of identity and a
second closely related problem was one of expense.

The two staffs rarely met with each other, only occasionally shared
ideas and materials, and worked in separated environmentb.- The County ABE
,program operated through formal classes conducted in donated school and
church facilities and the regular adult learning centers. The Special
Project operated mainly in homebound situations or through special study
groups set up as.a part of an ongoing child-serving program or institution.
The Special Project staff became somewhat provincial in attitude and protect-
ive towards its participant population. -The motives and goals of the regular
program were sometimes held in suspect by membeft of the Special Project.
They did not always realize the scope of the regular operation nor share the
goals of integration of the Special Project comeonedb with the ongoing program.

One result was the desire on the part of the Special Project to remain
independent in function and locale. A second result was that the teaching
staff of the regular program little understood the role of the Special Project
nor felt particularly responsible for its continuation. What few realized was
that the Special Project's design made it expensive and thus nearly impossible
to continue once the Federal money terminated without making some basic changes.

33
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TheSpecial Project had not firmly attached itoelf, as an integral pot of- the
regular prbgram and' has not survived the predictable cutback.in funds beCauoe.:-.
of its..bulk and expense. A much better procedure is possible and should be.
condiderq when such a project is developed and implemented. ,
,

One recommendation would be for a project of this type to be well
integrated with the operation of an ongoing prpgram. Tbr°example, in-this
situation the Special Project had heavy administrative expenses that could .

have been paired down ifthe institutionalization plans were implemented.
By attaching the Project to the ongoing program, teaching supervisors of thb
Special Project could have assumed a regular classroom teaching role part-
time and made themselves available as resources for home teachers parttiMe. -
The actual coordination of a small team of homebound teachers could have
been localized in the operation of an adult learning center, directed by the
learning center supervioor, thereby eliminating most, if not all, administra-
tive costs at the operational level. The cost per hour of instruction could
be maintained at an acceptable $3.50 to $5.00 per hour, rather that the
approximate MOO to $10.00 Pier hour necessary when the Special Project op-

-erated according to the proposal.

A second recommendation concerns the role of the homebound teacher.
One way to keep costs low and- develop a Close identity with the overall
program objective; would be to insure that the homebound instructor work
t)portion of time within the regular program's independent classes -or adult
learning centers. Straddling both sideo Would have at least two benefits:

One benefit would be that the instructor could care the anxiety of
tranoferring a student from the home to .a formal class,if the student's
teacher could work with him in both locations as he progresses. In year
one, project teachers would accompany a homebound student to the learning
center class once or twice, but would soon have to move on to new studento.
Often the transferee dropped out because he could not cope with a new teacher
and a new learning system all at once.

A second benefit would be the opportunity to spread the cost of homebound
instruction throughout the program. A homebound instructor who is also reopon-
oible for at least one formal class, period a day is leso expensive than one
working entirely in the home. Many directors of ABE programs find the idea of
a special outreach project attractive, but they face the stark reality of
economics. Because the Special ABE Project faced this problem in 1975, other

, programs now have the benefit of its experimentation, problem solving, and
/insights in this matter to consider during future planning processes.

The recommendations in this c ction have proVided some ideas in the area
of developing and implementing a special outreach program that would be offec-
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MEMBERS OF the Special ABE project and.the regular County ABE Program meet for
an orientation and an exchahge of ideas as part of an-open.househoated by .

the Special Project; Protect Supervisor, Jerome King, welcOmes:gUepts from the
regular program and outVints the functi,and role of the Special ABE Model.

3
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tive and economical. The illustration that follows further outlines an
exemplary project design that can be adapted to the.needs of specific

locales ana programs:

A. 1972-1975. Ihe organizationa chart that .follows illtintrates

the historical operational relationship of the regular iirogram and the

Special ABE Project. The Special Project and the regular adult learning
centers functioned on .a par with each other in a federal system, essenr.

tially.independent. Coordination between Special Project and the adult
learning centers was minimal and rarely necessary.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Teaching-
Supervisor

Adult
Learning
Center

Teaching -'
Supervisor

Adult
Learning
Center

a

1

PrOject
Supervisor

Special
ABE

Project

Home
Teachers

B. What follows is one variation of an organizational chart which
integrates the home tutoring function of, the Special ABE Project into the
overall operation of the regular program. One'or two homebound supervisors
could work through the learning centers, sharing responsibility for the
supervision and support of individual homebound teachers, thereby serving
to tie the separate functions into a unified' operation. Homebound
supervisors woaai perhaps teach in the center part-time and report directly
to the learning center supervisor., Full-time homebound instructors would
teach part-time in a learning center and the majority of their tittle in.the
fieia. Part-timers could also teach in both home and center if desired.
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Coordination between centers would, be. ongoing.
project supervisor could be eliminated.
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SUMMARY. OF ACTIVITItS AND ACCOMPLISHMTS - 1973

Performance Objective #1, states: "TWelve paraprofessionals, .by
offering friendship,.assistanceand information regarding community
services, will gain the.confidehce of'40% of the prospective adult
students by their third visit, as indicated by the "student's" desire
to participate in an educational atrhome program."

_, .

In thidweleel we were outstandingly successful. Out of 353
people that-we contacted on.whom we managed to procure full names and'
addresses, a total of'285 people became participants in our program.
If was not always possible to. obtain names and addressis tobe later
verified from people whaft we contacted at home. They were often shy
and distrustful, not always belieVing that we weren't from the Immigra-
tion Service'or the Welfare'Department.. Nevertheless, the response rate
was.well over 50% and the project usually had almOst.as many,in-home re-;
cipients of services as it could:serve. We feel this definitely proves,
the workability of an active outreach approach 'in adult education.

. .

Performance Objective #A2 states: "More raPid'learning takes place
when the teacher works .,on a one-to-one basis with the student, concentra-
ting on that individual's needs, rather than when he has to a class of
ten or more people. This is evidenced by the fact that instead of taking
the usual six Months to complete one level of ESL or APE training in the
regular 'classroom setting, 60% of thest-home-iearnerb will complete it
in four'months. Learning any subject under these conditions will take
only ipOrthirds the time that normal classroom conditions will take."

Throughout the program year, participants iniour program who were
stable long-term participants were indeed progressing faster than their
counterparts inAdult EdUcation Learning Centers. Rowever,.the rate for .

the participants as a whole. wau considerably dragged down by those part:I"-
cipants whose progress was slower due to personal problems or who did not
stay in the program a sufficient amount of time to achieve significant
,academic progresl, This entire question will 'be examined in the evalu-
ation.

Performance Objective #A3 states: "The advantage of individualized
learning.kits will te demonstrated by having a quarterof at-home
learners use the standard text and the remainder experiment with the
learning kit. It is anticipated that the'learning kit'will increase the
quality of learning and that 4 random sampling of a quarter of the learn-
ing kit users will score higher on appropriate tests than will the con-
trol group using the regular texts."
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. This was an interesting hypothesis that was based on reasonable.
assumptions. A great deal of time and effort, was spent in developing
the individualized Material.' We definitely feel that the quality of
learning was better with the individualized material. It wAs certainly
more relevant to the daily lives of the students than was, for example, %"'
a standard textbook series such as Ledo. The difficulty in proving
thiS hypothesis lies partly in the fact thatithe majority oT studentq
were in our program for an average of six months and we' don't feel that
this was enough. time for a significant difference to appear in the
rapidity of learning. Textbooks were something of a status'syMbol
many partieibants who had traditional ideas about education. The in-
dividualized material was geared to the learning needs of the student' 4
and utilized relevant, useftl,.everyday material. The reader will note
that out of the total of students one hundred and thirty-one used irt-
dividualized learning Materials and ninety-four were on texts. This
was because we consistently tried to keep a qu'arter of the active stu-
dent population on texts with the rest on individualized material n. The
reason the totals come out with 41% using texts in that we had a higher
drop-out ratio among the text users. - This demohntrated to us the su-
periority of individualized learning materials in at leant ntudent reten-

,

tion.

Performance Objective PA4 states: ' "Twenty percent ©f Ease para-
. professionals will gain confidence through thin experience and enroll
in classes to further. their education within the year.

We overfulfilled this performanceobjective by a-Zactor-offive,
that.is to nay, 100(f). In February all the parapreennionaln enrolled
in an Eavor reading clans at the University of Arizona: Fly the end
of the project year, all had either,nuacennftlly completed or were en-
rolled in English P17, j"Methodology of Teaching English an a Oecond
Language." Many of the paraprofessionals haventated their intention
of making a career in adult basic education.

rerformance Objective i9A5 states: "An evidence that the°Opeclal.
Experimental Adult Education Project reduces fear of education and en-
hanceo confidence in learning ability', 35 of those who participate in
the program will voluntarily join regular Adult Basic Education Olannen
in their community the following cementer."

At the time of wry ing of thin report, i h in still too earlv.4.o
give exact figures on the total number of ex- participants in our program
who subsequently enrolled in regular Adult Panic Education elannes. Mitt
in because the majority of our steady participants were in our program .

through the spring and nummer of 1w3. The next regular (fall) cementer
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has'not yetbegun. An abbreviated summer program in regular ABE was
offered buf it was very small due to'congressional failure to pass a
t7unding bill or continuing resolution before the summer setsion.

By the timeXhe,project had ended, however, ninety-seven parti-,
cipants had been enrolled in the regular ABE classroom prograT. This
is in itself 34% of total participants. Those who did enroll typically
had more education than the average participant and often needed just a-
few sessions to gain enough confidence to enroll in regular classes. It

is to the average participant and his decision on enrollment that we,look.

to'with interest. 4

Part lB ofthe Performance Objectives sets forth that "In the pro-.

cess of fafilling the above listed performance objectives, which can
be scientifically measured, we will engage in activities designed to
answer the following questions although the conclusions reached/may be
more subjective in nature due to funding and time limitations."

This we set out to do from the beginning. Data relevant to these
questions was recorded daily, weekly, monthly and quarterly by the pro-
ject staff, especially by the teaching associates.

Each student waa' visited in the home at least once-a quartereby the
two full-time project teachers to corroborate the reports given by the
paraprofessibnals. An in-depth discussion of each student took place
.once a quarter between the supervisor and the teaching associates.

Here are bur findings:

B1. "What is it that motivates this groUp of adults? Is it the indi-
;vidualized attention, the teaching associate, the materials or the home
setting?"

if

In answer to the d4ove, we find it hard to rank these elements in
a neat hierartchy of effectiveness. Our intimate experience An,hundreds
of in-home settings leads us to feel that the in-home setting, the teaching
associate and the individualized attention aremore or less inextricably
intertwined, into a tripod that supports the student in his or her continued
participation. The teaching associates themselves usually de-emphasiied
their own role but to their superiors it was clearly evident that they were
a major motivating factor. However.,. while' reiterating that the first three
elements are intertwined and their relative degrees of effectiveness are
on the whole quite close, We.rallit the various elements thusly:-



4.

the in-home setting

the teaching associate

3. the individualized attention

4, the materials

Let us further ..consider the above,motivational forces in .two
different aspects: getting people into.the program and then keeping
then in.

To get people inyolved inithia program, the single most important
motiviatd.onal element was the fact that they could participate in it
without leaving home. These were people who could not or would not
participate in formal established classes. The "could-nots" were pri-
marily held back by young children at home, lack of transportaticin,
ill health and social and spouse pressure against their leaving the home.
The "would-nots" were held back by their ahyness,' their lack of experience
and confidence in novel.and unpersonalized settings, their previous nega-
tive experiences with edUcation and their lack of a positive self-image.
Thus the opportunity to start back in education without having to leave
the home did much to Persuade them to participate.

Once participating, 1.t was vitally important to keep them strongly
motivated after the novelty and initial enthusiasm word off, to prepare
their lessons beforehand, to practice their newly gained English skills
despite cultural or spouse negative attitudes, to read newspapers and
other everyday printed matter on their own, to use their new found math
skills in suer things as consumerism, and to not cancel scheduled tutor-
ing sessions ilith insufficient reason. The single most important moti-
vational factor in keeping them involved and making progress was un-
doUbtedly the teaching associate.

B2 states: "We will try to determine whether the.teaching associatea.
or the selected individualized material was the more significant in causing
his change."

As in Bl it is not easy to divide these two closely-linked elements
as to which was more significant in causing change and academic progress.
In terms of those for whom this program was a "bridge" between complete
non-involvement in adult education and eventual phrticipation-in formal
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classes, it was undoubtedly the teaching associate who caused the change.

As stated.above, it was primarily those with comparatively more education

who enrolled in.regular classes. Often just a few tutoring sessions

followed by a strong presentation on the part of the teaching associate

were sufficient to convince the individual to enroll in class. Usually

the teachinOassociate accompanied the person to the first class session

and set through it with him. SUbsequently, they would pay'an occasional

Tollow-up visit to-the person, discuss their progress in class, their

experiences and generally encourage them.

These were very effective techniques. Accompaniment to the firs&

class took much of the threatening foreignness away from the situation.

Often the teaching associate knew the class teacher personally. He. or

she could effect a personal introduction to the teacher for the student.

SubSequent follow-up visits provided the sWent with a chance to talk to

someone about class if her or she often" being Shy, had not yet made friends

with anyone in class. Some'occasional help with academic problems was also

given at these times.

B3 "We will attempt to determine whether we motivate a different age

group,' different sex, different educational level, defferent social and

religious group than those in the ongoing normal adult education program."

It was obvious from the Start that the percentage of women in our

program as higher than -that in the regular. program. We can say that it

proved unfeasible to measure whether we were dealing with a different re-

ligious group on the whole than in the regular program. Many of our parti-

cipants were Mexican-American and Catholic. Those detailed comparisons' and

measurements that were possible to make are 'discussed in detail in the

evaluation report contained in the 1973 final report.

B4 "We will attempt to determine if newly identified people partici-

pate in the parent training subobjective."

Briefly, the answer to this question is, "No.

B5 "We will attempt to determine tf those parents who are already iden-

tified and participating in the parent training subobjective will assist us

in identifying these not yet touched by the on-going adult education program."

As in B4, the answer to this question is, on the whole, "No."
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS - 1974 .

I. Completion'of Federal Objectives

T
-

TheSpecial Experimental Adult EducatiOn Project worked to complete
all objectives outlined in the 1973-74 Federal proposal.

a

As our aSsignment reads in ,objective A of the Federal proposal outline,

we .fael.that we were successful in gaining cooperation with Model Cities

programs, local school districts, and other social service, or child-Aerving

agencies. During 1973-74,107 participants were referred to SEAEP from
either Model Cities, lodal school districts`; or other local agencies.

Federal Objective No 1 states that 60% of the parents who enter the
adult education-Component will remain for at least one semester.. Our re- °

cords show.that 58.2% of the participants or 171 out of 294 who entered
the project remained for at least one semester, defined as a ten week

period. A breakdown will shoW that 55.2% of. the parents who entered at
the ESL level stayed for one semester; 74.2% of the rarents who entered
at the ABE level remained for one semester; 57.6% of .the parents who
Gentered at the GED level remained; 100% (or/one indiVIdual).who entered .

requesting citizenship training remained.

Federal Objective No. -2 states that 70% Of the parents mhoenter.the
adult education component and remained for.at least one semester will
.achieve at leaSt one acadeMic.levei of the subject matter for which the
learning curriculum was established. ,Our records show.that.73.7% or 196?

out of-171,-of thOse who remained.one.semester achtevedat-least one 'ace.,

demic level. A breakdown showS that 84.8% of theWparticipantt ad-,
vanced one academic level or more; 100%-(or one individual) of the 6iti-
.zenship participants-achieved at least on .academic

The criteria for advancement of one academic level for GEDpartici-
pants was much higher than for he other-diSciplines, as we defined-one

to be.one test. In GED, 54 out of the total 59'reMained for one semester
(57.6%1; 14 out of'34 (41.2%) achieyed.onelevel or, in other words, took
at. least onetest out, of the GED battery of Ave examinations. From this
total, 5 out of the. 14 (55,7%) achieved their High School Equivalency

.CertifiCate..

Federal perfOrmance objectives No. 3 and NO.4 are closely related.
Number 3 states that 60% of the parents who,epter the adult education
component and remain for at least one semester will indicate that they
have a tore positive and favorable attitude toward edgcation in general.

6
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number 4 states that 60% oP the parents who enter the adult education
component and remain for at least one semester will become more compe-
tent parents,and citizens. It is difficult to measure.our impact on
individuals in terms of these objectives. The Model Cities evalua-
.tion division was not able to construct an instrument which could
accurately measure these objectives. We feel that we accomplished
these objectives through several methods.

First, our special curriculum kits include,materials and lessons
which explain aspects of the various child-serving institutions or pro-
grams which are possibly unknown to this ABE qubpopulation. We divide
our curricula into parenting skills, survival skills, consumer education,
and social service resources. For example, lesSons based on parenting
skills are designed to instruct students on howyto read their children's
achievement cards and whom to see at school Concerning the progress,of
their .children or the health of the children. Lessons also include steps
parents can take to insure the health and welfare of their children.
These lessons are designed for both ESL and ABE areas of study.

Second, we assume as our responsibility the attempt to encourage
parents to participate directly in their child's educational world,
which, as pointed previously, is sometimes a foreign environment to many
parents who know little or no English. Before we take a parent to meet
a. teacher or principal, we have ESL lessons or dialogues which find the
parent taking a role of the teacher or principal,, as well as that of
him- or herself. SEAEP teaching associates may accompany their studehts
to meet teachers, administrators, and other child-serving agency personnel.
When possible, parents are encouraged to participate in field trips or
other activities in their children's educational lives. We should.point
out, however, that we do not push our ideas on our participants. Some

- parents respond to our approach iMmediately. Some respond after a period
of time, perhaps after they begin to trust their teacher. Others never
warm to the prospect of visiting the school.,

Through these methods, we feel parents will come to'understand the
educational programs and institutions, which affect the lives of their
children. 'They will feel less threatenedby the educational environment
and feel confident that teachers, principals, and other agency personnel
will listen when they wish to communicate. We feel that these steps will
vesult in a more positive and favorableattitude toward education in
general and will result in our students becoming more competent parents
and citizens, as our assignment reads in objectives no.. 3 and noi.
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Federal Objective No. 5 relates to parent leadership training which,
as the 1972-73 final report noted, did not work out satisfactorily and
Would be dropped from this year!s list of performance objectives. How-
ever, our teaching associates distribute information:concerning school
meetings or related community meetings and often encourage their students
to attend. During a recent ".controversy over the closing of a loCal.ele-:
mentary school in the TucsOn inner-city, we were proud-t° note -many of
our students in attendance at the series of meetings designed to request
thatHistrictauthorities allow.the school to remain open and not have ,

their children'bussed outside the neighborhood. We also noted with pride
when one,of dur, etudents was interviewed on local T.V. and. told why she
had instructed her.children to remain home froth schocl that week in pro-'
test of the pending CloSing of the school; (By the way, the residents
won! The neighborhood school will remain open. for at least-another year.
We dcf not Wish to infer that SEAEP had any direct role in this community
protest, onlythat some of our students,are gaining self- confidence.).

Federal ObjeCtive B states that we will create innovative, relevant
learning curriculum in the form of'subjct-matter kits which will aeceler-
ate learning by educationally disadYantaged parents. This objective was
accomplished by. our. relevant and innovative curriCuld, and was an ongoing
activity of this project throughout the fiscal year...

Federal Objective C"-also contains three questions to be: answered
subjectively concerning motivation, the effectiveness 6f the project teacher,
\change on'the part of the participant, and whether the project reached a
.particular strata of individuals. These que'ftions were answered duririg the

rst action year and covered in the _previous section of this report entitle0,
'? "Summary of Activities and Accomplishments - 1973," under "Vindings" beginning
bn page 32.
k
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II. Model Cities Relationships

.The Model Cities'Brogram had outlined ten performande objectives for fr

the 1973-74 action year. The SEAEP project worked to complete these ob-
jectives, in addition to workineto_complete the extensive responsibilities
of the Federal Objectives; Ina third quarter project report, prepared by
the Model Cities Management Information Division, it concluded, "the (SEAEP)
Project seems to be operating efficiently from a cost/benefit,standpoint."

For example we estimate that we completed Model Cities objective no.
-1 both in the spirit of the objective,' which called for us to "get the word
out," and in fact, by contacting over 1200'residents who had failed to .

complete their education and by soliciting their participation in the pro-
ject. There is same-disagreement with Model Cities evaluators on this
point, however. Not all contacts were individual contacts, as'Mbdel Cities
Maintained was meant. This was not the way it was spelled out, in the con-
tract, though. We show a total of 1994 contacts of various sorts, out. of_
which approximately 800 couldbe classified as individhal. We provided.
9150 hours of tutoring 'to the community, thereby surpassing the'9000 hours
Called for in the.Mbdel Cities objective no. 2.

We have developed and continued to upgrade our learning kitiCand store
of relevant materials, as required by objective no. 3. A total of 102 parti-
cipants received at least 25 hours of tutoring, with ,over half of that total
receiving between 26 and 50 hours of tutoring. However, objective no. 3
calls for Ad to have received at least 25 hours of tutoring. Considering
that we'worked with a total of 294 participants, with a relatively small
staff, in our view this Objective was highly unrealistic. As required by
objective no. 5, our advertising -campaign was effective in the beginning
of,the year and it continued throughout the rest of the fiscal year at a
lower level. Our para-professional staff was well oriented to the community
at large, and received ongoing training throughout the year, as'required by \
objective no. 6. We have referred a large number of'participants to the
regular ABE program, and claim a total of 21 actual transferrals, although
objective no. 8 merely states we must make 50 referrals. We have also re-
ferred 77 participants in need of services to appropriate social service
agencies or programs, as .required by objective no. 7. Pinally, we worked
to contact drop-out students from the Mbdel Cities funded regular APE
classes and reported the results of those contacted to the Pima, County APE
director, as required by objectives no. 9 and 10.
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SIGNIFICANT STUDENT DATA 1971

Participant Tota1 -294

Grand Total of 1973-74 Participants:
*Total of those who remainsd for training:
*Nbiliber of those, remaining who advanced:

ESL Grand total
*Total of those who remained for training:
*Number of those remaining who advanced:

ABE Grand Total
*Total of those who remained for.training:
*Number of those ,remaining who advanced :.

GED Grand Total
*Total of those who remained for training:
*Number of those remaining who advanced:
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294
171
126

203
112

95

31
23
16

59
34

14 -

58.2% Of Grand Total
73.7% of those remaining

for training.

55.2% of ESL Grand Total
88.8%'of those remaining

for training..

74.2% of ABE Grand Total
69.6% of those-remaining

for training,

57.6(1) of GED (grand Total

*41.PaA of those, remaining

for training.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS - 1975

41LctionYear''Three was described-as a "Renewal"-activity of Action Year
-973-74: Therefore the Federal performance objectives of 197374 applied
to action year 1971.-75 including the following five new Federal performance
objectives:

q. 1. Two-thirds of all child-serving.agencies contactea will cooperate
in furnishing names,of eligible participants and/or sites for
classes.

2. One-half of all cooperating child-serving agencies that have de-
mbnstration classes operating at their sites will institutionalize
ABE classes. This will be measured bythe fact that the regular
ABE program will be able to offer classes at those sites the
following academic year

3. Other children of participants-not in child-serving agencies will
be referred to appropriate child-serving agencies.

4 Thirty-five percent of those students who participate in the pro-
,

ject on an in-home basis will enroll in a regular class.

5. Seventy-five percent of all participating parents will visit their
children's school, talk with their children's teachers and counselors,
attend parent-oriented school meetings, become-involved as a
volunteer classroom aide or in some other'measurablemanner will
actively involve themselves in those educational agencies that touch
the lives of their children. _

However, with the beginning of the 1974-75 action year, a period of
extensive review and, evaluation of pact efforts was conducted by project

.administrative and supervisory personnel. The purpose was to establish re-
levant performance objectives that would guide the project into a more nar-
,rowlY defined scope of operation for its final phase of activity.

It was the project's desire to revise past Federal and Model _Cities per-
formance objectives to allow the demonstration model to discard unrealistic
assumptions concerning the involvement of parents in the educational lives
of their children. It was also necessary 'to readjust the operation of the
model to benefit fr6n the experience of twq years of operation. The desire
was to lock the Special Project into a final year of succqisful activity to
demonstrate that the least .involved and least educated parents could be
identified, recruited into the model, and assisted in the development of new
English or Literacy skills. It would also demonstrate that such participants
could be motivated and encouraged to develop vital social skills and upgrade
their involvement in their children's educational world.



Therefore, the 1973-74 federal performance objectives and the five new
1974-75 objectives, which themselves were written almost a year befor'e the
period of review and evaluation took place, were interpxeted to be only
general guidelines to local efforts. Based on thes general federal ob-
jectives, 18 specific and realistic performanceobjectives for 1974-75 were
outlined by local planners. The.18 locally construd ed objectives were
made a part of the Model Cities contract, and they re ied heavily on the
fine 1974_75 objectives included in the ,ropocal for action year three.
The following summary lists those 18 objectives and notes project efforts
to accomplish those goals.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ONE required that para-professional be hired and
trained as outreach workers. This objective has been completed. The appendix
of this report contains the fall training schedule which outlines tile orien-
tation and preparation steps taken with-new project teachers at the beginning
of year three. These training sessions were followed up by weekly.staff
meetings where many topics were further explained and administirative matters
brought to the attention of the staff. Once placed in the field, instructors
received ongoing assistance from the teacher-supervisors who spent the major
amount of their time acting in supportive and evaluative roles. Teacher-
cupervisort accompanied project instructors on their teaching rounds to the
homes.of participants to assist the instructor in diagnosing beginning levels
of participants and prescribing relevant methods and materials. Supervisors
also evaluated student achievement and recorded this data for later analysis.
The role of the project teacher/experimenter was emphasized as well as the
tequirement for acc\uate record keeping and collection-of data.

The need for proper planning for the induction of new staff cannot be
emphasized strongly enough. Experience has shown that when supervisory staff
carefully sets the foundation for proper orientation and training of new
staff members, Many misunderstandings are avoided. The new membersjiegin
their job with a clear idea of what is to be expected of them, in which ways
they will be evaluated, and with definite boundaries within which to work.
It Ilas been determined that such steps result in a stable and dependable
instructor for a project of ,this nature. The Special Project teaching staff
has been a highly motivated ana well qualified team of men.and women instruct-
ors.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE TWO required a comprehensive advertising campaign
by the project. This objective has been completed. As outlined earlier in
this report, the project souglit to concentrate its publicity and recruitment
efforts among the various child-oerying agencies and programs throtftout "

the Model Cities area in order to recruit participants who met,the entrance.'
requirements of being the least involved and- the most educationally dicadvantrigede

J0



The Project soue also to avoid a shower of requests for instruction which
would have required turning away aPpiicants. By the end of October, 1974,
the project had a backlog of- potential participants and. was operating at
full capacity. Mien Appropriate, referrals were madeto the regular ABE
program,

OBJECTIVE THREE called for the contacting and follow up of 300 tar-
get area residents and recruitment into the project. This objecti evas
not completed. However the prOject can count 241 individual conta is
who were recruited into the program. Many more were contacted thro b
parent meetings, for example, but the 'project did not count those as on-
tacts. It should also be noted that the project's success at its retention
of participants recruited worked against the completion of this iobjective.
The drop-out rate of participants was low and the project did not continue
to contact potential students beyond-tht number necessary to run the pro-
gram at capacity. -

'0
4 OBJECTIVE FOUR states that the project should Maintain working re-

lationships with atleaSt three child-serving agencies tat had been.
previously established in_year two. This objective was completed ear*. .

in the-operational ,year. The project maintained working relationships
with five chil&serving pFogram4.

OBJECTIVE FIVE required that the project entab/ish a working relation-
Ship with at least eight new phild-serving agencies not preyThusly conthetdd.
This objective was completed. Ten new programs have provided the project
With names of potential-participants and/or sites for classes..

OBJECTIVE SIX stipulated that the project select and'deve100 pater is
appropriate to the learning needs of the target population.-. This Objective
has-been completed. Discussion Of this objective can,be found earlier in
this report in the section entitled, "Bibliographies and Curriculum. "

OBJECTIVE SEVEN required that the project serve at least 250 individ-
uals. This objective was not completed, The project aprOvided. service to
241 participants or approximately 96% of the 'objective. A late start in
the fiscal year due:to funding delays and a field.stqff of'only eleven
worked to limit the number of residents recruited into the project, This
Objective was realistic and could have been accomplished if conditions
were right.

OBJECTIVE EIGHT required that the,project provide at least 9000 hours
of tutoring to project participants The objective was completed. .1hp

5l
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project totaled 10,087 hOurs of instruction provided to _the community, 91%

of which went to Federally designated,Mbdel Cities target area residents..

OBJECTIVE NINE required that the project provide attleast 25 hours

of tutoring to at least 180 people. This objective was nottompleted.
The project provided at least 25 hours of tutoring to.141 individual stu-

dents, or approximately 78 .of the objective. This particular objective

was a point of contention. during contract negotiations ea being unrealist--

icallrbigh. Although the project counted:only 141 ttudehtt as having
received at least 25 hours of instruction, a large pefcentage of 'those

individuals remained with the program and received double and triple the.
minimum amount of instructional hours.

OBJECTIVE TEN required that at least 80 participants either. enroll

in a particular ABE course or complete their course of study. This,ob-

jective was not met. Approximately. 15 participants were transferred

to the regular ABE program. Approximately 40 participants completed a'
course of study acoording to a definition of a course completion worked
out with Model City plannerL .A course completion in regards tip ESL and

basic literacy students (ABE) has been defined as being advancement through
at least three academic levels of study. The total for this objective is

55 or approximately 69% completed

OBJECTIVE ELEVEN:stipulated that the project establish an agreement

.with at least four child-serving:institutions that they will incorporate .

an ABE class as a part of their overall program. This objective has been
completed as evidenced by correspondence included in the appendix,from
four programs which have indicated their support and acceptance of the

project. Funding considerations in 1976 may make, the implemehtation
of these'special clasies difficule,'but the intention is to incorporate

N this component into thelregular ABE operation as sogn asit-is appropriate.

CBJECTIVE TWELVE called for the project to arrange for at least 30

participating parents to their children's school or training pro-.

graki, and in some measurable manner actively involve themselves in those

, agencies. This Objectivetwas not completed. This objective referred
strictly to those parents that would be recruited into the program and

0 . categorized as having no involvement,whatsoever with child-serving agencies.

The project recorded eight instances of initial parentalparticipation or

first timesvisits. What the project discovered, however, was that most
parents had some record of involvement,' but after an initial involvement
were rarel4seenVY the teacher or training personnel. Therefore, the

project began to concentrate on developing the quality and-quantity of

instances of participation and involvement. In this light, the project

, 52
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recorded a total.of'282 visits or instances'of participation by project
participants as a result. of its work with parents. Project teachers.
encduraged'participants to expand their interest and involvement as they
worked to upgrade the parental.ABE skills. This objective became irrelevafit
during the course of the year when the project discovered the truthful
situation.

OBJECTIVE THIRTEEN required that'the projec refer those participants
in need of services to appropriate social ser a agencies. The Special

Project completed this objective.' Special AB teachers made 99 referrals
to appropriate community programs or agencies. The project!s emphaSis on
"adult readiness" included developing lessons on the basis-of attempts to
solve or alleviate home or person difficulties whenever possible.

A

OBJECTIVE FOURTEEN stipu ted that 15 participant's children would
be referred to appropriate ild-serving agencies. This objective was '4

not met. There was a total of 13,Children of participants referred to
appropriate programs of which they had no previous relationship. This
was not an objective designed for special project activity, but it served
to tabulate the instances in which a teacher entered the home, for example,
and discovered a school agedchild not attending a program. In such a
case, the parent would be encouraged to enroll the childfand then become
involved if possible in that child's eduaational process.

OBJECTIVE FIFTEEN required that the project contact participants who
have dropped out of locally funddd ABE classes and invite them to return
to school or to determine the reasons for non-attendance. This objective

was completed. ApproxiMately 81 drop-out students were contacted in this
manner.

OBJECTIVE SIXTEEN stipulated that the project return, monthly, to the
overall program director the results of, those contacts outlined in Objective
Fifteen. .This objective was completed at the appropriate tiMdc.

OBJECTIVE SEVENTEEN required that the Project identify the successful
Clements of the Special Project that ought, logically, to become a part of
the regular ABE program and propose a,plan to institutionalize those ele-

ments. This objective hits teen completed. An institutionalization design
for an exemplary ABE program containing an experimental hothebound tutoring
and special class deponent is included in this report in the section
entitled, " tore Considerations." In addition, an outreach and drop-
.out-co component has been impleMented and has become an integral part

of the ongoing program.
V
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OBJECTIVE EIGHTEEN required-that Abe:project assure that a preponderance
Jet least 51%) of the project's participants be residents of, the Model Cities
Designated Target Area. Approximately 91%, Or 218 out of 241 total partici-'
pants, were target area residents. In the second half of the Action Year,
the project expanded its experimental design to other areas of,thd City of
Tucson. It. was discovered that the cOMmunity response to the-project and
its approach to instructioiwas quickin coming. This would indicate that
the project's flexible design can have broadbased appeal in a variety of'
environments throughout the nation.

a
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SIGNIFICANT _STUDENT DATA 1975

Participant Total - 272

ESL/ABE TOTAL
Advanced one level
Advanced two levels
Advanced three levels
Advanced four, or more
Remained the samq
(or dropped out)

229
42
28

8
-3.26

GED- TOTAL

Completed five..tests. 7
Completed' four tests '2

Coinpleted three tests .6

:Completed' two tests .5

'Completed one! test 6 2
Remained the same 21_
Xor *dropPed out)

.e"
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TUCSON PUBLIC. SCHOOLS
NOIICIIT D. -1.10111110WCOUCATION.CeNTIC111

.O. 0X 4040
1010 EAST TENTH STRICILY

TUCSON, ARIZONA

C. E. Rose Elementary

April 24,. 1975

Mr. JeroMe King
Adult Basic Education
-500_14 St: Mary;s Rd.
Tucson, Arizona. 85705

Dear Mr. 'King:

I would' like ,to send my comments regarding the Adult Basic Education
classes held in our school. I hope that these classes can be cOn-

'tinned next year We have had G.E, claSses- and. Efiglish Classes,
These classes have beensmall but regular in attendance and a real
service in (iiir area

65717

O

Sincerely,,

Edward H. Crawford
Principal

EHC/ptp

r

56
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Jerome King
Adult Education Program
Davis Elementary School

Fray -19, 1975.

Horton 'Elementary

700 E. 22nd
Tucson, Arizona

Dear Mr. King:

We greatly appreciated having; Dave Dombrowski come
to Barton for GED classes this year. Having the class
at school while the childen are in their clasS makes .

this educational opportuOity available to,many more
parents. The mothers who attended the classes did so
regularly and with enthusiasm. I would very much like
to'have classes at Horton again next year. In looking
throuah my applications for next years PACE class I
see many possibilities for both GED and ESL. We, in
PACE consider adult education to, be a very important
component of our program and hope to continue our
,association with your program.

Sincerely,

60;t4itt4g..;a7.06LC
Kathleen Rishel
,PACE teacher
Barton-

5



TUCSON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ROBERT D. MORROW EDUCATION CENTER

P.O. BOX 4040
1010 EAST TENTH STREET,

TUCSON:ARIZONA 95717

April 25 1975

Mr. Jerome .King

Supervisor
Special Educational .309 Project

Davis School
Tildson, Arizona. .

Dear Mr. Xing,

We have appleciated your cooperation with the Bilingual-

Bicultural Project by,setting,up two classes for'oor.

parents:at Drachma School. The mothers have been most

enthused with the'ESL courses and have had goOd attendance:

The teachers have been most friendly and encouraging.

We are.looking forward to working together next year.

Mothers would want these courses&gain.

Sincerely,

-

Rosita Cotai, Coordinator.
BOinguil7licultural ,Project

RCiag

;

b
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4902 SOUTH SIXTH AVNNUE

SOUTH BRANCH-
AP"

190 ihts &amain. ei4"

Mr, Jerome Icing
(')0 West, St. :$tr-,,±8 iced

"Tucson Arizona 1%85705

itty'6; 1975

TUCSON; ARIZONA 85706

This letter is in support of the Special Eatperimental - Adult

rducation Ject which was run "our 'organization.

The'S uth Branch YMCA. was a participant in the M. D. classes
,,Irr providing space for the class 'to meet. We wouldcertainl-
support vows program in the future.

Sinc erely,

South Branch 'TEA

.
f

ie M. s

rxecutive.< ector

,

iftr and BOUeidls Make Permanent the Work of the Young Men's Christian Association

,



mRiancsi R OIVDO' ORAL -DIAMOSTIC TEST

. Read' the teat 'fire so that you know all the queStions.

. Let the 'Student imow what you are dcdng before you
begin. The test i Acnversaticnal, but it is not a
cceversation..

A.,
There are, queirbiolie and optional questions on the ..

test. Bs' prepared to skip a gnostic° such ae, "How
old are they?" if the student says.that tithe has no
children. Likewise, if the student goes through the
ocaveraation an children, it is hot .neceoary to ask
about sisters or brothers, since those questions test
the same thinge.

If the student anemers'using the correct form mark
the columns NO PROBLEM.

5. If the student gnawers with the correct verb and tense
but wrong person -- or acme other combination which
share partial mastery of that which is being toasted --
mark; INGCNSISTENT..

,If the student understands but cannot respond correctly,
when *eked,- "Do you have any children?" responds,

neap, I children," or "Yee, I am," or1"Tes, they are,"
mark the FRCS= slot.

7. For your mai information, you may want to continue
*eking, questions to see' just how much spoken English the
student understands. A% .

8, then the student has a problem with three questions in
a row, stop the test,- (or) Stop the teat when the student
cannot understand any more.

9. The place where the student had a problem is'an indication
pt the level of the student.. (See sheet on ORDER OF PRESEN-
TATION OF GRAMMAR).

10. 'That point is where the intensive teaching should begin;
however, areal in*bich the student showed inconsistencies
should be reviewidl',natil the student can answer consistently.
(Refer to Lado boOk,i for ideas on how to attack any
individual problems).



Check
One

ESL 5 ORAL

DIAONOSTIC

Name

Date

TEST Tested by

Testin for -Probable Answer questions & *Optional Questions
is

am

Yes, I do or
No, I .don't

1. Vat's your name?

2. Areyoumarried?'"
-1

.4**a. Do you have anychildran?

how many number *b. How many children do you have?

how old *c. How old are they?

Yea, I do or
No. I don't

3.(' Do you have any sisters or'
brothers?

how many number *a. How many sisters &/or brothers
do you have?:

how old *b. How old are they?

where

when

at or on-or near

in or at

%ere do you live?

. Uhen do you. eat dinner

how early

time

6, How early do you get up?

at c -lock *7. 1,41at time do yOu get up?

does Yes, he/she does or
No, he /she., doesn't

8. _Does your (mother, husband
sister, daughter, etc.) live in

Tucson?

use(d) to . used-to

were. . . in was

. mere did you use to live?

16. Were you happy in ?

going to

have lived

will

11. Are you going to stay in 'Meson?

will or won't

a lot of here

*a. How long have you lived hare?

*b. 414.1'30.?stay hare.the-rest of

12. Do you have a lot of friends and
relatives .here?

often

your

usually, sometimes,
often, never, etc.

13. LO you watch often?

my 61.
-52-

4. What is your favorite probram?
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ESL ORAL Name

.DIACOOSTIC Date,

TEST Tested by

Testing for PrObable Antiwar 6--------7fuaatityoATRLT;17;;etices'

have eater' studied

did ever

Tee, I did or
No,* I didnIr.

15. Have you ever studied English
before?

Tees, I did or

have gone
before

*a. Did you ever 'go to a learning
center or corn unity school ?. .1.

' *b: Had you ever gong to a school
. (in Tucson) before?

have been.
visited

*o. Havo you been visited by a
tutor before?

did 16. Hen4z,:ny yearn of school. did
,;.o1 finish?

110W long *a. How "long ago?

your

10
*b, Did you your r school?

(general fluency) *o scribn it.

4. 4

would II;i6id or
I wouldn't

4rd. Will liko to go back to
school?

why (general because
nuesoy)

.are going to

ire. Why? or lily not?

anything

11....1...11/101

.*f. Are you going to study
English? .

usually

,1.
*g. Is, there anything else you

want to study?

17. ihere dO you usually go

shopping?

which beert 4a. "%Joh Store-do you like beet?

as well. as

can

*b. Do you .like (Safeway). (Lucr.5)
as well as
.1.1.11==..ONV

*c. Can you_go"to the rug,

easily?

18. Are yOu 'working? .

.462 *a. Did you aver have a job?

*b. VatMai
kinds of jobs have you.

-53- .101



Questionn&.*Optional Queationa

*c. Is there any type of work you
like best?

*d. What do you like abOut it?'



DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST
(Resding & Writing)

1. Hand the test paper to the student.

-2. Make sure the student has extra paper.

3. .Explain to the studit that: this'is a test to see how much she already

knows s6 that you. will know what to teach her.

4. Ask the student to read each qupetion arefully and write heranswer

to the right of the question.

Tell her-to use ftll.senienees if she can.

Tell her. to stop and give: you the test when she cannot understand or

answer -the questions.

Carefully read the answers to deterMine what the student needs to

learn pr practice.

When finished withthe tests-place it in the studert's file in the

office. . f'

64
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ESL DIAGNOSTIC TEST

(Reading & Writing)

1. What' s your .name?

Are you twxried?

a. 'Do yoU have any children ?

b. Iow many children do you have?

c. HOwold are they?

Do you have any sisters or brothers?

a. How many sisters & /or brothers 46 you have?

b. zHow,old are they?

. Where do you live?,

5. When do you eat dinner?

6. How early do you get up?

7. What time do yoU get up?

8. Doe-0 your (mother, husband, s ster, daughter, etc.) live in Tucson?

,9. Where did you live before?

10. Were you happy in

11. Are you:going to stay iniTucson?

a. How long have you lived herb?

b. Will you stay here the rest of your life?

12. Do you have a lot of friends and relatives here?

13 Do you watafT.V:-often?

C,3

If ow
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ESL Diagnostic Test
Pagq2

-

14. What is your favorite prOgram?

15.. Have you, ever studied English before?

a. Did you ever go to a learning center or community school?

b. Had you ever gone to a-school (in Alcson) before?

C." Have you ben visited by a tutor before?

16. How many years off' school did you finish?

How long ago?

b. Did you like your school?

c. Describe it.

d. Would you like to go bask to school?

e. Why? or Why not? .

f.. Are you going tccstudy7English?

g. Is theresanything else you want to, study?

17. Where do you'Usually go shopping?

a. Which store do you like the best?

Do yOu like (Safeway)(Luckyl!s) as'well as

c. Can you go to the stores easily?

18. Are you working?

a. Did you ever have a job?

b. What kinds of jobs have you had?

c. Is there any type of work you like best?

4
d. Iditiat.Wyou like' about: it?

66
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CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS OF
PREDICTABLE. PROBLEMS OF-SPANISH

.SPEAKERS LEARNING ENGLISH

Sound Problems

A
Many mistake: students halie in learning English will not hear some English

sound accurately. As a.,teacher oE,SPanish-speaking students you should be
aware of the sound problems.andhelp.your students recognize and reproduce

isounds in English that are not hSpanish.r
Remember that the following predictable mistakes are not due to ignorance-.

but to language interference; the:mon-native speaker Will supply the sound in
his language which Closest reseMbles the English sound he wants to reproduce.

Individual sounds. which cause prObleds are the' following:.'

Vowels.: /1/ ad in" ship
/Etas\in bet . .

/iy/ as in sheep
/eytag in pain
/se/ as in cat
/ow/ as in boat
/u/ as in book
/a/ as in law

sound not .in Spanish
sound not in/Spaniah
noglideC in Spanish
no glideo,in Spanish
no corresponding bound in *Spanish
Spanish "o" does not have a glide
sound not in Spanish
sound not in Spanish 4

Consonants: <

/v/ Sbanish initial "v" in spelling is pronounced similarly to the
English "b"

/j,y/ no /j/ as in joy in Spanish; closest sound is /y/. The

speaker has a problem making the contrast -- will
probably say / juw / for "you:"

/o, c/ no contrast in Spanish between the oh and ch. No /"/

/o, uniqu6in English; both ooundo difficult.

/ -m, -m, no contract in the final nasals in 41panich.

/w /.no initial consonant /w/ in Spanish.

/r/ English /r/ io new, for the Opan#h 3/ma1 er..

67
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ktausigs Interference
The Spanish speaker is inclined to put /e/ before words beginning /sp-,wt -,

sk-/. Note the difference betwean escuela and school.

o
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Suggestions for the Use of Pictures in ESL-
.

Save any picture that is large, colorful and of one thing. Concentrate on

such things as articles of clOthing,'types of weather, food (not casseroles, f* , ..
but individual Vegetables -fruit; e.;tc). aa134r actfyities land features,
professions, occupationS.

Organize the:in by category, Include -(make a dOuble,list): sickness and. health
igeographieal features agriculture and..±ndustry, food, Clothing,_ daily

01 z

activities, .animals, plants, occupations, the home .(rooms, appliances,.

furniture), people-family-weddines4-etc,, sports & ge.ei, transportation.
Also have a miscellaneous file. You .often find things frail this that will
illustrate something.

c

Pic\tures should be mounted. on construction i5aper to Inalve them mofe--aurable

old` attrac tive.

Possible uses:

For comparisons: two of the same items, but old and new, big -and small,

long and short, pretty and, ugly, etc. Two Dr three of. the leanie item can

teach "This dress is prettier than that one" or, "This dress is the prettiest."
4For new Vocabulary:. An early lesson in.Lado Book 1 has sentences about-,

occupatiors. 'I take in pictures of several other occupatfons and have the

students make up the same kind. of sentences that are' in the book, e.g.
"This is Robert. IT 's American. Hp's a cook."

4
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For Irregular Verbs:. Divide 150 irregular verbs into groups of ten. However,

the sehe methbd could be used for the verbs in the text. Spend a week.on

each group of tan. -On Monday hand out a worksheet with the list of verbsA

in present, past, and past participle:. Hold up the picture: give a sentence

'and 'write the three parts on the. board. (Don't bother with the present

participle because it is so easy.') With the verbs still on the board,

give-the present tense sentence and the class repeats. The teacher says

"yetterday" and they give the past tense sentence.: The teacher says "already"

or "never" and they give the sentence using the past participle. --.At the

. . .
,

end, the teacher just gives the word and they give the three orms. 0

On Tuesday give the three forms orally and have them repeat twice.

::Then do the sentences.as on Monday.

On Wednesdaywrite the .present tense of each word on the board and

.
students come up and write the other two forms. Do the pictures with

o.

either sentences or .verbs only._

On Thursday do any combination .of the abOye.

Friday-give a written test. Saithe present,tense and hold up the

picture and theywrite the three forms.

, pvery honth review all previous verbs, ,using any of the above method.
,

TOR BEGINNING OTMENTS1' "`
.,

Give each one a Picture illustrating a known noun or verb. Each person

gives a sentence about the'picture; then they all pass their piCtures'in
..

.
. 4,

'direction and give sentences about the next ones. For example, each is given

a picture of an occupation and each one says "He's a cook", or "This is a

cook". They all, pass pictures to the left and give sentences for the new'

0
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pictures.

FOR CONTROLLED WRITING:

The same procedure used for students to giveya sentence can be used for
,

a controlled writing-exercise. Ask the students to Write one to 'threw

sentences (depending on their level) abott each pictUre: Do-this /after:the'

oz

oral exercise.

2
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SPECIAL EXPERIMENTAL ADULT EDUCATION PROJECT

Prepared by BaYbara Lindsey-Sosna
and: Deborah Berkowitz

TUCSON STREET LITERACY DIAGNOSTIC TEST

DIRECTIONS: 1. This test is designed to determine the general levelof

literacy by evaluating the performance in reading the

words of phrases at -the four levels.

2. Administer the test by asking the student to readthe

words of phrases on .the first!page (leverone). If the

student= reads the test items without missing five in a

row, proceed to the'next level. 'Continue this procedure/

until the student misses five consecutively.

3. Each response receives two (2) points. TTotal,the points

for each student and record the score.

4.2
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STREET LITERACY TEST
Page

a

DIP

SALE'

MOTEL

ICE

GAS

t
EXIT

PHONE

SAVECO

GLOBE

SEARS

JLF

'73
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'STREET LITERACY TEST
Page 2

P.

EXXON

NO PARKING.

HOSPITAL

BUS STOP

FOR RENT

ONE WAY

CLINIC

ENTRANCE

BAKERY

CLEANERS

SCHOOL CROSSING

MEN WORKING

NO RIGHT TURN

DO NOT ENTER

NO TJ TURN

7 4
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STREET LITERACY TEST
Page 3

,0

KEEP RIGHT

RESIT AREA

BORDER PATROL,'
. .

NO vkAlIcy.

MERGING TRAFFIC

EXIT 100,.,FEET- AHEAD

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

CAUTION FALLING ROCKS

DO NOT ENTER WHEN FLOODED

PED X-ING

DIVIDED HIGHWAY

DAVIS-MONTHAN AIR FORCE BASE

r
INTERNATIONAL TRANSMISS4ON BEBUILDERS

BLACKHAWK PLUMBING AND ELECTRIC

7 5
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SOUTFISIDE INSURANCE AGENCY

FHA-VA LOANS

JERRY'S MING HOUSE

LANDSCAPE DECORATING MATERIALS\

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR

BUDGET RENTALS

RABIES CONTROL CENTER

7 6



HINTS FOR TEACHING. READING

1. Make a distinction between teaching reading and teaching speaking.

2. 'Reading in an aural experience. Speech is an oral experience.

3. The aim iefor discrimination not pronunciation.

4. The student must be able
necessarily to say them,

Therefore, do not try to
no dialect in the books.
hic own pronunciation.

to hear the differences in sounds, not
in order to rea&

change the dialect of a student. There is
The student can readAust as well with

77
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BASIC WRITING GOALS

1. Ability to use cursive (script) writing clearly,. legibly, and with,.
reasonable speed.

2. Increasing ease in the writing of numbers.

3. Increasing skill in the discriminating use of punctuation and capital
letters.

4. Development of sentence and paragraph sense.

5. Understanding of the format .(form) used in formal and informal letters.

6. Ability to use writing for the practical -needs of daily life:
Filling out an application blank; answering want ads; an
envelope or post card; writing notes, messages, and fr ndly letters..

(
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ABE WORKSHOP

WAYS TO TEACH SPELLING

Basically, thtre is no one way to teach spelling to a native or min-native
English speaker. Ateacher should try ark eclectic approach to teaching spelling..

Orthography is pa difficult because English spelling is Middle Engliah Spelling;
the sounds of English changed after printing beda popular,,but the spelling
remained the some.

For ESL studentsj.language interference causes systematic spelling.errors that
are phonclogical in origin. For example, a Spanieh speaker will spell's vowel
according to how he spells that sound in his own language. 1...e. Spanish speakers
may spell "beat" bit,

ESL-related'methods

1. Make the student aware,of the different'Engllsh spellings fOr the Spanish
Sound /1./. Have him memorize exaMpIes.
Teaching Spelling through dictation of memorized dialogue it effective.
The teacher corrects the misspelled words and makes a list of the misspelled
words at the bottom..of the page. Have the student make up his own list
of misspelled words and test him on it regularly.

2. Itonics Approach to' spelling
The phonics program System for Success has spelling and reading parts which
have, been designed to reinfEEertee-Fither. The student.who is learning to ,

read i8 alio learning to spell and vice versa,
Each spelling exercise coVers phonic families that are already.known.
Students have learned to read 14, the alphabetib principle (consistently .
spelled sound families); and they. learn to spell in the same way.

a. Introduce -the words as members of.families and by learningpto spell
several members of a family, the student learns to spell all the members,
This is the reason for; the organization of each spelling exercise.

b, Ifi Part 1, read first the family sound, and then some examples of words
in the family. ,Finally, ask the students to spell another member of
the family ie, "The first family is ,-ess, agi in Boss and mess; now
spell less."

c. Part 2 the student spells dictated words, and in Part 3 he spells
dictated sentences.

3. Text Approach.../Inglish Sounds and Their elli s

This book introMFg-Correspoaelces existing etween English sounds and
English ellf patterns. The, lessons present the vowel sounds on by one,
along wit systematically selected consonant, sounds., and show how each sound
or coMbination of sounds is usually spelled in English words. Words with
irregular spellings are-introduced gradually.
Imaddition to introducing, illustration, an4aillustration, and explaining
soun*and'spelling patterns, each lesson offers practice in hearing, Saying,
reading and writing words that contain the sounds and letters combinations
featured in that lesson or in earlier lessons.
The text offers the great;st of help"to students who are just beginning to .

learn English. Explanations and directions are on each left-hand page.
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PHONICS

1. Start out.teaching initial consonants. They are *easier to: learn. You
can fignre.out-a-word better with consonants than with Vowels.-

7e. a

1 ..Th nt

a. Teach beginning consonants first. dog
b. Teach final consonants second. dofi

There is no need to teachmedials because there are no medial
.consonants in a syllable.

a. Then teach blends of speech sounds, like "cl" or "bl" (also called
clusters); These are clusters of Dpeech sounds, riot letters. "Sh"
is a digraph -- 2 or 3 letters for one ipeech soUnd.

some clusters some digraphs

cl pl
str ek
sp cr.

tr ccr

3. Now teach vowels.

'slh' ph
th bb
ch tt
nig' 11

Linguists didagree on the number of vowels there are in English. One
interpretation is the following:

p. ae'a n- a u U.

diphthongs'

ay ey oy aw ow

Another, used by many reading teachers, is the following:

Name syMbol a e i o u oo
macren ate eel Ice open use ooze
breve ..../ 'at Ed it ox us book
circumflex A. air'. or urge
dieresis * ie arm
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Ebonies
Page 2

TIPS: If you want the Student :to hear a sound, use one which starts the
word and is not followed, bys..nasal (which ,sometimes distortb the. sound).
°One-syllable words are best. Its beck to have the student pick his own
words (if she/he is making a chart). She/he will remember them better.

'1.10WEL,S1-'hhCH SOUND LABELS

1. long vowel -- There is more tension in the speeCh mechanism. _ It is
almost a diphthong (not in Texan or Tennesseean). It has a complex
nucleus; example, "ai." Linguist$ say it iP a diphthong; but it
depends on the dialect as to Whetherlit is or not.

mate : seat

2. short vowel -'- There iS lets tension. It has a simple nucleus.

mat set

3. diphthong -- one phoneme but two nucleii. In reading i and a are
labeled long yawls, even though, linguistically speaking, they are
diphthongs.

ay ow
(oil) (out)

tichwa -- a vocalic speech sound which has very little stress. (symbol a)

aw

ag6 sanity

a
agent

a
comply

5. "vocalic.r" an "r" that ic a vowel.

example: occurs at'the end of hers fir, word occurs at the beginning
of irk, earth. 'In "-stork", the "o" is the vowel and the
"r",cuto it off.
In. "her" or "irk", the "r" is part of the vowel.

8 1
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Phonics
Page 3 .

SPELLING CLUES OR ORTHOGRAPHIC CLUES'

a. "r-control" The,"e influences the vowel that precedes it and
keeps it from being pronounced as either a long or Short sound.
("Yocalie-r" does not influence the sound. It becomes part of .

the sound).
"r- control" is a spelling clue to the pronunciation of the vowel
Which precedes it. "Vocalic r" is a vowel phoneme.

example: store
4 .

h. "l-control" example: all

c. "w-control" example: awe, awful

7. vowel digraph. two adjoining vowel letters which represent a oingle

speech sound.

example: ea e in read
ee = e in seed
oa o in loaf

CLUE: lot vowel is long"
2nd vowel is silent

8.. incontinuouo digraph

example: .a..e as in rate, game
i-e as in dime
o-e As in robe

lot vowel is long -- "e" in silent

short vowels long vowels + client

spin opine

fat fate

TIP: Tell the students at thp beginning that it works, but there
are exceptions.

example: come, some, gone._

(They used!to be pronounced: tom, son, gon).
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Phonics.
Fake'

';hard " -and "soft" c

When "c" or "g" is followed by i, e, or y, it. is usually soft. When "c"
or "g"'is followed by o, a, or u, it is usually hard When "c" or "g"
is part of_a blend or cluster it is hard.

r 7

examples: hatd c & g soft c & g blend
cat - city . clean
cut ,. cent crow
got -gym . grass

It 'is usually' too hard'to teach any other /Ales
_If the student' cannot get it -- forget it.

except of syllabication.

RULES' OF SX=BICATION'

'Syllables are speech units which are.-cauntP,1?lebut not segmentable, They are
phonologi,cal divisions of words.

A ,
aIn tie word "fatal" the division. is somewhere in the."t"; but;for the purpose

of proviang Spelling dlues which are useful in predicting pronunciation, we
draw arbitrary lines.

1. open syllable,,- a syllable which endS a vowel (usually long);-t
pleb: to /tal

final

2.. closed syllabl -- a syllable which ends in a consonant.
', is usually short).

examples :' ham/per
basiket

With digrap teach it this Way.

bush/el rabb/it

The short vowel is first.

O

The vowel

,4t

. When
,
a!Word en in "le", e preceding consonant gdeVwith'it,,

ds h,

!1Y
example: ruble,

-*But never 4split a d.igra'ph.,

-"exam gle: ' rubbile
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